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•· .•. those who do not distort reality perceive the persistent 
truth of people in their own t ime. and reveal forsubsequent gen-
erations the real transitions and evolutions of niankind." 
-Alwyn Scott Turner 
Take a Hu ie time with this book. It rook a lot of time 10 put i t to· 
gether. A year. in fact. It's a book about the year 1976, and (get-
ting around the barrier those four numera ls create( h's a book 
about people, about us here in Portlond, at Portland State. Not 
that anybody could really tell onybody else exactly what hap-
pened this year. The best we could hope to do was 10 ca tch a 
sense of time, place, and personality in our words and photo· 
graphs. To produce a document of rhese times: what they've 
done to us. and what we've done 10 them. 
Please turn the page. This book's beginning. 
On 1hc firsl dJy of 1hc 1975-76 ,1cMkmic year .1hc 1cmpera1ure on Por1land wa16l dc-
Rrec1ond1hc wind wJs blowing nul of 1hr ea<I al 32 miles per hour. By 1hc "nd nf 1hc fall 
quorwr. the avcrai:c 1empcra1urc had leveled ou1 to 47 cle~rees. Therrw('rc rlRh• clays nf 
heavy fOK in Dccemher ,incl 1hrday Jher Chrls1mas saw the wind cominR ou1 of the snu1h-
wcs1 31 JJ miles pN hour. 
h \v.•s ,, r('IJ1ively mllcl \Vintc•r: the tl\14' r<tgc tPmpPrature for January \Vil~ four clPRfC'('l-S 
higher 1han usual and the lowcsi 1empNa1ure of 1he year. 24 degrees. dlcln'1 come un1ll 
r ch11wy 7. llr1wcrn Fchru.Hy 261h Jnd 271h.morc 1h•n an inch-and-a-half of rain foll and 
1hc rc were 11acc .1moun11 of 1now in 1hl' .1ir th<' following dJy. 
lly M.irch 21, thc fim day of spring, 1hc air wa< dear and the 1crmpcra1urc had reached 
62 dCR<<'cs. Sprin)\ break w.u in pron•s< and 1he Park Blocks enjoyed 65 hours of sunshinl' 
ovN 1hc 1en·day pt>riod. 
Hc1wt'c111hc b1•11111non~ of 1he l<hool yeJ1.md1hc s1ar1 of April lhN<' wN<' 145 cloudy 
da~·\, I ht'" ~l\ t•r.1~t· t('mpc!rJIUtt"' \VJ\ 45 dc1trCC"\ and the 101al precip1t.111on \\',I\ 28.52 1nchf•-.. 
On ollt' "holc, 1he JU du11ng oh<' araclrm1r ~rar of 1975-76 wasa ll11lt>warmrr and<l1Rh1ly 
d11N 1han u1ual 
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On June 6, 1975. the Oregon S1a1e Boord o f Higher Educa1ion vo1cd 10 approve a 25'~. 
increase in 1Uilion 10 be spread over thr n t'.'XI IWO years. The firs! p.irl or this incr('aSe was 
feh las1 fall as lull-1ime undergradua1e s1udc 1m found their 1uilion r.1ised from ~199 10 
$225. The o ther hall ol 1he 25'.\. increase will be passed o n in 1he fa ll ol 1976. S1uden1 pro-
tcs1 o f the increase was nominal and un1nfluMt1al. 
The board al'><> voted to increase the sal;u y ol Chancellor Ueu•llenand h1\ \lalf by10'\.. 
Dunng 1he previous winier. 1he s1ate l<•g1sla1Ure alloued S8 million to cover 'H1larv in-
creases lor ll'achNs and adm1mS1r•lors. Bu11h1s figure fell short so lh<' board announced 
1ha1 <alary r.iscs would be rescl"\cd lor 1ht• "1op ranks." 
"The desires ol lhe studen lS must supercede those of the 
faculty.'' Joseph Blumel, l'SU Presidenl 
In ovembc1 . 1hc ASPSU Sena1e voted un.in1mously 10 endorse a propns.11 calling for 
the publlc .11ion o l S1Ude n1 eva lua1ion; o f f.lcuhy performance. Pre>1dent Blumc l said he 
also ><1pponcn the proposal and would tc•tily on ih behalf. La1er in tlw mnn th . 1hc Or~­
gon S1a1c Bo.Jrd ol Higher Education bac ked oH the proposal , 'ayin~. "W<''ll pu t 1ha1 
smelly 1hlng back in 1he presid ent's pock<'I where it belongs. " 
Upon hca11ng 1hi\, Blume ! 1cmpered hi~ cn1husiasm and issued a s1a1cmcn r say1n1t he 
would wa11 un11i PSU's Facuhy Senau~vo1<'d on th<' proposal befor(' he dt'c1<l<'d on any ac-
tion. On Februar1 2. •he Faculty Scna1e vo1eel10allow1he release of '1urfcn1 C\.lluaiions. 
:\ s of early Aprrl, c..:•ryone had apprO\Cd 1hc proposal. bu1 no ar11on h.1d bc<>n 1aken 1n 
implemenl 11. 
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A her four years of del iberation. the O regon State Board of Higher Education finally ap· 
proved an undergradua le certifica1e program in Women's Studies al Port land State. 
ASPSU President Ken1 Lamoreux said. " It was abou1 lime. " Bui he added 1ha1 he " would 
not approve of a woman president. ... They Jwomen J are en1itlcd 1ocquali1y, bu11hey are 
different 1han men .... They were mcanl 10 be pampered." 
l ater in 1he year. 1he Incidental fee Commiuec decided not 10 fund 1he Women 's Stud-
ies Union with student fee money. In Mill fatcr meetings. 1hc ASPSU-IFC voted 1hem-
selves an additiona l $4,000 to cover salary fncreases and another S12.000 to fund one of 
their projects, the Legal Aid Clinic. In the process , the Gay Student Affairs Board IC>st i ts al-
loca tion . \vhich \vas la1cr restored by a Student Sena te vote. Earlier in the year .Lamoreux 
had said tha1 dealing w ith 1he gay cornmunity w.lS "a \Vaste of tirnc." 
" This decision must be an example of IFC stupidity.'' 
Phoenix Loftus, WSU Coordinator 
A fou rteen-member accreditation team from the Northwestern /\ssocia1ion of Schonls 
toured Portland State University on October 20. 1975. When the "creditation 1eam re-
leased i1s report they said Portland State was a "young, complex. dynamic institu tion 
which has developed a sense of unique opporl unily to serve an essentially urban cllcn-
telc." The associa1Jon la1er invi1ed PSU Prcsideni Joseph Blumel toa meeting In Reno. Ne-
vada. a City known for Its gamblinR ins1ltutions. 
"State property cannot be used for a commercial, money .. 
making proposition or for person,af gain.'' James Todd, PSU 
Vice-President for Finance and Administration 
The Oregon State Board of Higher Educa1ion lowered the admis.ion requirements for 
out-of-s1ate s1udcnts from a 2.25 GPA 10 a 2.00 GPA. The reason for lowering standards 
was so 1ha1 athletic programs.particularly foo1ball. would have bc11er luck recruiting out-
of-sta1e athletes. 
"College." said Roy love of PSU"s Athle1ic Deparcmcnt , "should be avail,1ble tn any 
average studen1." 
The f1nar1ces of PSU's foo1ball team had also been floundcrin>11he pas1 few years until 
Fred Meyer, Inc .. granted the prograni $16,000. The money, combined with Portland 
St;ite's successful season on the gridiron. prompted President Blumel to .1nnounce that 
" 1hc football prog1>m is here 10 s1ay at Portland State." 
In February, PSU. i11 coniunction with Fred Meyer. Inc .. announced 1hat Arnold PalmN 
and Pat Fitzsimons would participate in a men'5 Gol f Parade of Stars to be held in Pnn-
land this May. The object is to help raise addlt·ional scholarship monies for athle1ics. 
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On Juli 7. 1975. Go1<'rnc>r Str,iuh \l~nc•d onto l.111 •hill whorh ollow<'d thre\' <tudC'nl\ 
from C4<h unl\t'r\ll\ 1n OrPgon 10 be prl"\('nt during collecll\t~ bJr~J1n1n~ \("~~ion\ tw-
llll'C'n thC' <t•t<' •nd the' ond11 oduJI un11Ns111es. The boll had bc('n >upportt•cl h1 RC'f>uhlo-
C'tln\ hu11('\1\H•cf b\ mPmb<•r, of 1hr lr~1~ld1ure\\t1h 11~ 1oun1on 1ntcrc\IS. i\her ~omc•cJt•· 
la\ . Str .lub \1'4n<•d 1hc bill .ind \tUdC'nl't \\<'rr .:ilfo\\ ed 1n10 the rollNtn ~ b.uKa•ntn$.t ~<-"-· 
~·on~•~ ob .. ('r\Pr\ onh 
"I h•1 c al11 a\ s W<'n partoetp.itoon as benehc1al and although 11 will makl' the b.ir!(Jinm~ 
pron~» more cumbersome. I '"Pf>Ort the brll," sard PreSJd('nt Blumel 
In 1'o•embcr rt"'" •nnouncNl th.11 thC' collernve b•rgaonong S('SS•nn had b<'c>n dC'-
13\('d for a weC'~ whc•n 60 PSl .1dmonima10" demanded a hearoni:. Them. on January \I 
1976, the V•niwarcf ran a hC'adlon<' announcing. 'Student5 ousted from c-oll<•c-111~ bar-
galn1nH '' ldter rC"J>Orl\ 1nd1C'Jll'd 11\\'J\1hc PSU adminis1ra1ion 1ha1 \Vd\ "qut•\ttoninJ.t lhe• 
"Hht\ of <C1U.l1n 1.,r,\Ori\ 10 p,u11cip;1t4' 1n the- rollecuve bar~a1ning procc\s." 
"I don't feel competent to comment on that issue .••• Shot-
guns are a llllle scary to me, t guess.'' Joseph Blumel, PSU 
President 
In 1hc 1ummc1 of 1975, ASP~l· Prc.,c1ent Kem Lamoreux was onvhcd 1osr1 on J Ponlantl 
Polir~ Dt.'pdr1m~n1 advisor) b<>.lrd He \vas chosen <ls a rcprc-s.entat11o"c of the Ponldnd 
S1Jlc t0mmun111 \>\ hen thl' rssuc ol carrying >ho1gun5 onsod(' police <quad c•rs came Uf>. 
L•morcu• ,aod. ··1 personally feel shotgun> should be c•rroC'd. They g('t lh(' 1ob done and 
the J>l'"On .11 whom th<'y arc pointed will have a greater apprenatron for the 1ho1gun< 
than 1hc policeman himself . 11 doesrepresenl\1udcn1 op1noon. I asked a few peoplc " 
A her hos announcement. the ASPSU Senate \Oted 9 to 1 to oppo<e the equipping of 
Portland police• <Jr\ w11h shotguns. Lamoreux then said. "Th1Sd1scussion has brou~h1ou1 
feelon~s 1ha1 I wasn't a11arC' of" 
~\hen the ad11sory board held us \Ole on the ma11er. lamoreu• "•'forced 10 >ole 
negat .. ely on the rssue due 10 pre.surr from the S1uden1 ScnalC' and oth<'r s1udcn1 
M•oups. Bui 1ho1guns 11crc apprOled an1wa1. and Lamoreux sard he 11as "pleawd •• 
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It Was a Nice Place 
On January s. 1901 , lhe Jacob-Dolph mansions. identical 
in every detail excep1for1heir inhabitants. took up 1he en-
tire block where the lone Plaza now si;mds. On 1his par1icu -
lar day it was snowing in Portland: or rather a mix1ure of 
rain and snow \Y3$ accumula1ing in a slushy coat on the 
heavily-brackc1ed cornices and low-hipped roofs of 1he 
l \.vin mansions. 
Ralph Jacobs, the prominent Porl· 
land indus1rialist. had just re1urned 
from New York. He was lying quietly 
in his house. which occupied 1he 
southern half of the b lock. Jacobs was 
dying from a "complication of dis-
eases," primary among 1hem being a 
"corrosion" of the heart and kidneys. 
Abou1 1856, Ralph Jacobs and his 
bro1her Isaac had come 10 Pon land 
from Prussia. If 1he Hearslian-style 
journalism of the la1e nineteenth cen-
1ury can be 1rus1ed. the two Jacobs 
boys arrived in New York without 
enough money 10 buy breakfast. 
Soon afterwards, they secured sea pas-
sage to 1he ls1hmus of Panama. They 
crossed tha1 narrow. infested strip of 
land on fool and in 1he canoes of 
Panamanian na1ivcs. Unlike 01her 
California-bound foriune·seekers 
who died of malaria or weni mad 
waiting for passage out of Panama, 
1he Jacobs brothers met their shu11le 
ship and made a successful voyage 10 
San Francisco. 
Once 1here, they wandered 1he 
mee1s and a11en1p1ed 10 make con-
nections wi1h families who. like 
1hemselves. were Polish Jews bu1 
who, unlike themselves. were 
wealthy. These connections having 
been made. 1hc brothers proceeded 
10 Oregon. 
A1 1hi) timf.;;!', Pv1 tland wa~ populated by a handfu l of 
small-1ime businessmen hoping to es1ablish Ponland as the 
center of commerce in 1he Oregon Terri1ory. At the same 
time. the surrounding hills and fla1lands were being sen led 
by farmers. These farmers, mos1 ly from 1he Midwes1, spen1 
a good deal of time just trying 10 keep things going. When 
1he Jacobs began 1raveling 1he foo1pa1hs from farm to farm. 
wi1h peddlers' packs filled wilh merchandise from ~own 
upon 1heir backs, their sa lesmanship met with consider-
able success. They expanded 1heir trade un1il 1hey had a 
horse and a earl and evcn1ually a general merchandising 
s1ore in Oregon City. 
Meanwhile. a group of farmers in Oregon Cily bu ih a 
woolen mill on 1he remains of some properly swindled 
from Oregon's "Founding Fa1her." John Mcloughlin. 
Mcloughlin was much despised a1 1his 1ime because of his 
former posilion In the Brilish-based Hudson Bay Com-
pany. so the Americans. who considered themselves 
natives of the Oregon Territory, had few qualms abou1 1ak-
ing his properly. The farmers' woolen mill prospered, so 
1he Jacobs bro1hers bough1up 1he common s1ock from 1he 
senlers un1il the communal effor1 was in 1heir hands. 
The lacobs bro1hers expanded 1heir new business. even-
1ually adding a soap fac1ory and a 
1annery 10 1he mill.and changing the 
name to the Oregon Cily Manufac-
1urlng Company. The wages at 1he 
mill were generally low and though 
1he workers grumbled. ii was one of 
the few places where regular em-
ploymeni could be easily found. 
Their business interem expanded 
and 1he Jacobs secured the friend-
ship of Joseph Dolph. an a11orney. 
Dolph had worked for Ca lifornia land 
specu lators who s1olc the roilroad 
convact away from 1he New Eng-
landers senled in west Pon land. As a 
resuil of these dealings. the railroad 
was rou1ed 1hrough easl Portland. a 
situation which decidedly benefi1ed 
1he Jacobs' business interests. 
During 1heir elfons in Oregon.1he 
Jacobs bro1hers had kept in close 
coniaCl wi1 h their friends in Cali-
fornia. and now 1ha1 1hey were 
wealthy, the bro thers made p lans 10 
marry into proniincnt San Francisco 
families . . Bo1h succeeded In making 
fine matches. Arrangements were 
made for Ralph 10 1ravcl abroad 10 
Germany's Rhineland to pick up his 
prize, 1he fu ture M rs. Flora Jacobs. 
Aher an elaborale wedding cere-
mony, h£ and his bride journeyed 
back 10 Oregon and set up residence 
in O regon Chy. Ralph and Flora had 
five children. 
With all 1hc ir money, their w ives, and their children, ihe 
Jacobs bro1hers no longer found ii amenable l o l ive in Ore-
gon Ci1y. They hired an architec1 to build a pair of "mag· 
nificem residences .•. in the fashionable quarter of Port-
land. exac1ly alike in every de1ail and furnishing." The 
Jacobs bro1hers had 1heir mansions bui l1 on 1hc block be-
1ween M on tgomery and M ill on Park Avenue, a site no t 100 
fa r from 1he elabora1e residences of " Porlland's most 
prominent and successful pioneers," 1he Corbens and 1he 
Ladds. 
The Jacobs were moving in1oa neighborhood which, be-
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cause of i1s proximity to 1he Park Blocks, was considered 
very a11rac1ive. The city fa1hers, working wilh 1he Park 
Blocks s1rip 1ha1 had been dona1ed to Portland in 1870, 
wished 10 create an a1mosphere "corresponding closely in 
effect to Commonweahh Avenue In Bos1on." The blocks 
ran from the cenier of the most crowded area of the city 10 
1he most fashionable residen1ial section. Portland Heights. 
The Park Blocks were"plan1ed wi1h 1rees.ornamented wilh 
walks. shades. and fountains.a pride to 1he cl1y and a source 
of gladness and heahh"-a1 leas1 according 10 an Ore-
gonian article of 1hose yea rs. To provide for the soul's rec-
reation. churches were buih by en1husiastic congrega-
1lons; to provide for 1he body's recreation, walks and path-
ways for horseback riding were c:leareddown the middle of 
1hc Park Blocks. 
According to old newspaper accounts, the lives of 1he 
bro1hers Jacob and Isaac " exemplified biblical brother-
hood." In stature and features, the brothers were so 
molded that strangers would readily mistake one for the 
other. They dressed alike, trimmed their beards in the same 
style, and walked in the same manner. They could be seen 
every day, 1ogether. going and coming 10 1he office and 
back. They owned much real estate and stock Jn various 
corporations. but it was all join1ly hefd. 
However. afler awhile ls;iacsold his mansion to the son of 
Circa 1943- before Portland State 
•r-1 
Circa 1966-Portland St•te expands 
Joseph Dolph and went on holiday 10 Europe. Ralph , who 
had become ill , decided to follow his bro1her's example 
and go to Europe for his health. He left his house in 1he care 
of others and traveled lo New York . But once there, his con-
dition took a dramatic turn for 1he worse. His dociors sent 
him back to Portland. Though his physicians 1hough1 he 
had endured the journey surprisingly well and had re-
turned home in ~ood spiri1s. Ralph lacobs died early the 
Saturday morning alter his return . 
Of Ralph Jacobs' five children. only one ever married. 
Two of his daugh1ers, Hilda and Francine, spent the last 
years of their l ives, alter the demolishmcnt of 1heir father's 
estate , living in northwest Portland. Hilda. once the star of a 
fine debutante ball. died in 1957, s1ill unmarried. She left 
her considerable wealth to charitable organizations. To-
day there are no l iving members of the Ralph Jacobs family. 
The funeral for Ralph lacobs was held Monday,January7, 
1901. Among the pallbearers were C.A. Dolph, son of the 
railroad lawyer. and M . Lang. a grocery Store proprie1or. 
The Jacob-Dolph mansions were demolished in 1949 to 
make way for the lone Plaza. The Jennings House, buih in 
1he yea r of Ralph Jacobs' death, was demolished as a result 
of university expansion under 1he direc1ion of Branford P. 
Millar. Millar. former universily president, died last year. 
They named the library after him. 
Circa 1955-Portland State arrives 
Circa 1976-Portland State today 
Park Blocks 
Ponland State students are hardy animals. When 1hc rains come, !hey disappear quick-
ly but si lently into their burrows, emerging only to make swift dashc> home. And ye1. for 
all the time they spend underground in passageways, o r sandwiched together he1ween 
windowless brick walls, these people carry on an intense lova hy to their mo1her earih .1he 
Park Blocks. 
Any sunny day will bring 1hem ou1. On such days. ii one looks close ly. one can see the 
s1eam rising in hundreds or small clouds as 1hey par1icipa1e in their grea l communal rite. 
1ha1 or "Drying Out." They bring every1hing wilh them-bicycles. books. babies. even 
Food Service burgers-hoping 10 ca rch some o r the magical powers tha1 the<e narrow 
lawns and hard benches moored in seas of asphah can bring them. 
Po r1land S1a1e wou ld be nothing wi1hou1 1he Park Blocks. 
15 
Park Blocks regulars 
Earth sciences students partying in lh e Park Blocks 
17 

19 

"Not all the tiny beings of the slime mold escape to new pastures; some wander.some are 
sacrificed to make the spore cities, and but a modicum of 1he original colony mounts the 
winds o f space. i i is so in the cities of men." 
Loren Eisley. from Th(' lnvl<ib/p Pyramid 
21 
~bruuy in the Park Blocks 
23 

Winter day gathering at f Jrewell 10 O rpheu; reflecting pool 
25 
These Things Happen 
"Well. maybe ir's nor The Guiding L1.~h1.1Jur ir's beuerihw 
J rrall of breadcrumbs." 
- Barney Excel.<ior Black 
W ITH THE EXCEPTION O F people who ma triculate Into athletics,o r into companies special izing in wire taps and 
other hearing aids not usually assoda1ed with the dear, the educa tiona l process can be a very subt le. delicare thing. 
difficult to j us1ify even in its early stages. 
" What did you learn in school 1oday. Teddy?" 
" We learned all about the treble clef, Dad. and then the teacher lei us go out and play prison ball." 
"Yo u wha1?" 
P ROGRESS ISN'T OUR most importan1 producr anymore. ye1 the facesof 1he inquisi1orsstillscrewsideways with 
disbel ief and indigna1ion. The treble clef and prison balll For lesus'sake, wha1 are we paying those 1eachers for any-
way I 
Whal indeed/ 
Facts abou1 the true value of a college degree are hazy because people have l ied abou1 1t for so long. Al various 
times, a college educa1ion has been indispensible. and at othertlmes a Joke. Ten yea" ago.America's horn-rimmed 
counselors were whisperi ng across tau ered desk blouers and agate paper weights. gently but firmly advising mil-
lions of unsuspect ing seniors that ii you don't get a college educa1ion , you're finished. Forever . Nobody will ever hire 
you for an indoor job. Your friends wlll avoid you. Your spouse and children will be hounded through the streets in 
1auered clo1hes. But it wasn'1 long after tha11hat Charles Kuralt was making video tapes of PhDs picking seasonal 
fruil. Now O .J. Simpson sidles up 10 1he camera saylng."Hey, man, you don 't need four years of college 10 make it 
anymore." 
And O.J. Is right. You don 't. 
So NOW NOBODY KNOWS exactly wha1 to make of a college education. least al all the people siriving for 
one. But whe1her you 're looking for a poi of gold at the end of 1his rainbow. or whe1her you'd be sa1isfied wi1h a li1-
1le pot, you siill have 10 pay hard dolla" for 1he privilege. 
Do you know where your money goes! 
Are you gening everything you 're paying forl 
Just how deep is 1his ra t hole. anyway? 
In add ition to Portland State University's promise of 3 Beller Tomorrow for you and your offspring. you wind up 
paying for a wide assor1men1 of charac1ers and services. including those beloved classes with 400 people co rryinJ! 
PeeChees and 1he siringy-haired zealo1swho ran1 and rave and chew up your seminar rime badmou1hing 1heir form-
er spouses. You pay for the president and for the president's deans. and for all those faculty members with 
hardbound volumes built into the walls of offices which are locked and dark most of rhe time. You pay for a 1ele-
vision station, a newspaper, a health service and a counseling cen1er, for a bunch of lumpy, hairy guys in shoulder 
pads whose boss is named " Mouse: " for bathrooms with no mirrors where you turn 10 comb your hair and see card-
board. You pay tuition for s1uden1s who take pride in deciding where your lee money will go. You pay for people 
pushing careers, people pushing their luck and for people pushing brooms. 
Do you know any ol these people! 
Would you have any questions for them ii you did? 
l1's you r money. While you should pay close attention 10 you r p rofessors and administrators, and love them one 
and all , you should also keep in mind tha1 rhey make 1heir living from this place, and tha1 you pay for It. So you de-
serve the very bes1 they have 10 offer. No maner how severely limited their 1alents might seem. 
How do you go abou1 acquiring 1his? A few years ago, a popular suggestion would have been 10 s1art stacking 
chairs in the Park Blocks. but hardly anyone thinks like 1ha1 anymore. So. failing conventional methods of communi· 
ca1lon with your instructors (such as selling the lron1 door afire). you should resort 1oshamelul 1rickery. llke passing 
them no1es saying you have a line on some good weed. They'll be disappointed, of course. when they find out that 
you just had a question about the class requirements. but you can alwaysreassure 1hem by reminding them tha1 dis-
appointments are an integral pan o f The learning Experience. 
Esiablishing communication wi1h the Higher-Ups will require a liule more persis1ence. For example. Presiden1 
Blume! comes out of an unmarked door and dashes down to the bathroom 1wo or th ree times a day. In order10 talk 
with the presiden1, you must hang around the 1hird floor of Cramer Hall un1il you see his head turninR 1his wav and 
1hat from an opening in 1he wall. He's looking out for famil iar faces.As soon as he closes the door behind him. he's all 
yours. 
Presen1 you rself with authori1y. Speak in a good s1rong voice so he can't pretend he didn't hear you. Ges1ure wild-
ly. 
"PRESIDENT BLUMEL. I AM A FRESHMAN MAJORING IN SOCIOLOGY AND i 'D LIKE TO KNOW JUST WHAT 
THE HELL IS GOING ON AROUND HERE!" 
II this doesn 't work. try your Sob Hazen imitation. 
This is bound to get you into 1rouble. 
Higher education employees, you see. simply have not grown accustomed 10 dealing with individual customers. 
They seek instead 1he rela tive safety of 1heir li1tle blocks of credit hours and the federal revenue they represent . 
Credi1 hours don't ask a lot of ques1ions. 
l ike any other state inslitu1 ion. the Oregon Stale System of Higher Education is expressly forbidden to spend more 
money 1han ii makes. To this end. it is s1ructured to keep itsel f in businessai any cos1. Its appoin ted decision makers 
are all successful, well-groomed and well-mon ied. Just the type or people who follow 1he advice of fiscal analysts out 
of habit. So, whether the state system's analysts tell the board to lowerparHime costs to encourage new enrollmen t. 
or whether they recommend annually raising full-time tuition 10 offset 1he elfec1s of inflation. the board members 
can be counted on to react in a supportive manner. 
The system's nine institutions or higher learning reflect this quest for fisca l responsibilhy by peddling contempor-
ary 1hou~ht and aClivitv like soft pretzels.in volume, because the state's largest volume dealers receive the most Slate 
and federal money. large amounts of cash make the fiscal wizards win. 
Bui when the analysts cluck their tongues and report that volume is down. men and women throughout 1he state 
sys1em are taken aside and told ,quietly, that we're sorry, but we just can't use you anymore. While the damage 1o the 
curriculum may be slight, the damage to the people involved is almost always irreparable. 
The members of the facu lty are aware that you, 1he individual student, are a vital cog in their day-10 -dayexistence. 
You represen1 an important part ol the Big Picture. which is run by Big Business, which uses a Big Compuler. and you 
are shullled. punched out. and flied into countless University cubbyholes virtually before you can draw your l irs1 
breath. 
Mistakes happen. 
You were given the wrong grade for 1he wrong class and the ins1ructor can'1 be found because he's doing re· 
search on his nex1 book I You don' t like what the twice·weekly newspaper Is dishing out in the way o f vital evenrsl 
You keep falling asleep during lectures because the instructor talks in a mono1onel You have a test coming up for a 
book 1ha t never arrived/ 
When laced with this type of adversity, you can either steal a liule ol the University's time o r you can s1eal from 
yourself. 
What are we paying those teachers for, anyway? 
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Dear Mom and Dad , Q 9/29/75 
Well here I am at PSU! Today 
was the first day of class , and 
~nd I think that everything is JUSt wonderfUl! The students Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blake 
here are so ~ature , nobody be-
lieves that I'm only 18 and today 2525 Cherry Lane 
after class one of my instructors 
came up to me and said , "Debbie Sacrament o , Calif. 
you are very special . " Can you 
imagine that , Mom?!? Remmember 87106 
Dad you always told me that I'd 
go places, well , here I go!!! 
Luv Ya -- <[).Jit.u. 
P. S. Could you send a few 
dollars (about ten) !or paper 
and pens? 
High schoo l majorette waits lo go on al PSU loolball halftime 
Good Sports 
AVID SPORTS FANS like nothing more than to be able to 
back a winning team. If the situation is desperate, they will 
senle lor a respectable showing. In 1976-76, Portland Stale 
Viking sports spec1a1ors had many opportunities 10 sup-
port winning programs In bo1h men's and women's a1hlet-
lc activities. 
Under the coaching of Darrel " Mouse" Davis, in his lim 
year at 1he helm, the Vikings' " run and shoot" football team 
posted a record-tying 8-3seasonal record. Three p layersre-
ceived UPI honors, being named 10 lhe Lin le-All Coast first 
1eam: Scon Saxton, receiver; Arthur Dixon, linebacker; 
and Charles Herring, back. 
The men's swimming team sported freshman sensation 
Jim Mendell who. along whh Dave Lucas, was instrumental 
in 1he Viks' 11-1 record and assisted in the shanering of 28 
school marks. 
Wrestling, under Don Conway. go1off 10 a slow start , bu t 
1he team managed 10 send lour PSU grapplers 10 the NCAA 
nationals-Steve Daniels. Dennis Graham, Lorenzo Jones1 
and Bernie Kleiman. 
Randy Carruthers worked with a gymnastics squad com-
prised totally ol Oregon athletes. The learn took fourth at 
the Northwest Regionals and Sieve Monroe was an NCAA 
national contender for the Viks, capturing fif1een1h ln the 
all-around at the National finals. 
Freeman Williams keyed a 17-10 varsity basketball sea-
son. The sophomore s1ar was the NCAA 's second leading 
scorer, averaging 30.9 points per game. Named 10 1he All-
Wes1 Coas1 team and 10 lhe Independent College All-
American squad-firsls for a PSU cager-he also broke lhc 
university's single season scoring record. amassing 834 
pointS. 
Baseball fans were trea ted 10 a season which saw the Vik -
ings domina te the NorPac league. Shormop Gary Dono-
van was awesome both defensively and at the plate where 
he maintained a .300 p lus balling average fort he entire sea-
son. 
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS al PSU received national recogni-
tion in every sport 1ha1fieldeda1eam in 1975-76. The volley-
ball team, under 1he coaching of Marlene Piper, wen1 to the 
Association of ln1ercollegia1e Athletics for Women (AIAW) 
National Championships and won two games before fall-
ing 10 defending national champion UCLA and losing 10 
Hawaii In the quarterfinals. 
The PSU divers set a regional mark by placing 1hree wom-
en in the top six at the Western Regionals. Two members of 
1he swimming and diving team traveled 10 Miami and rep-
resented PSU at 1he NCAA Nationals. 
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Gymnast re lares 
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A new coach, Sharkey Nelson, led the Viking cagers 10 a 
Western Regional title, quali fying them for the A IAW Na-
tional Championships. Ah hough the team failed 10 make a 
strong showing in the nationals, individual players Ka ren 
Strong and Teri Mariani showed great promise. 
Hampered by inclement weather and injuries, the 
women's track and lield team nevenheless gave consist -
ently spunky performances. Monica Stoltenburg was out-
standing in the javelin throughout the season. 
The fencing team produced a pair of Olympic hopefu ls in 
Swimmer emerges from PSU pool 
Debbie Waples and Robert Marx. The students' coach. Yves 
Aurio l, was selected as one of four coaches for the 1976 
Olympic fencing team. 
The lntramurals office provided the Portland State com-
munily with numerous opportunities for competitive inter-
school ath letics throughout 1he school year. Activilies 
ranged from 1urkey soccer to mushball. The annual de-
cathlon was held In late spring. 
Sports and athletic activities al PSU do not exis1 simply for 
the sake of competition. Rather. they serve as a tie between 
the students, the administration and the community. 
On the average, about 2,300 people pass through the 
turnstiles of the university's library everyday and check out 
a total of seven hundred books. II these statistics are con-
trasted against Portland State's enrollment of 15,459, the 
indication would be that each student goes to the library 
once every week and checks out a total of four books per 
term. 
Working the library desk 
The collected students of Portland State attempt to gain 
academic credi1 for 150,000 hours of study every term. 
Thirty-five per cent of the hours taken are graded with an A 
and less than 18% of students receive a differentiated grade 
of less than a B for any given class. More than 10\\', of Port-
land State's full-time students make the honor roll every 
quarter and close to an additional S% achieve a 4.00 GPA. 
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Studying optit'5 in· the biology lab 
Spending time in the lab 
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Grad student studies blood composition 
Annually. more 1han 2,500 s1udents auain 1he frui1ion of 
1heir academic endeavors. Of 1he degrees gran1ed, more 
1han 25% come from 1he College of Social Science. The 
School of Educa1ion and 1he School of Business are nex1 in 
line, each gran1ing over 400 degrees annually. 
Male s1uden1s ou1number female students by eigh1 per-
cemage poin1s. S1a1is1ics from 1he Office of Planning and 
lns1i1u1ional Research also show 1ha1approximately85% of 
PSU students come from the Tri-County area. last year, 
there was no one enrolled from Harney Coun1y, in 1he 
sou1heas1ern corner of the state. 
) 
Home Was Never Like This 
JUST ON THE FACE OF IT, Portland State is not a university 
that would anract people lrom as far away as Saudi Arabia. 
Pakistan and Ceylon. Where are the hallowed ivied walls 
that make Ya le and Princeton so anractivel Well, PSU 's got 
the east wall of the Montgomery Building-but ii seems 
that all the ivy there fell off at the end of December this 
year. Well. ii not ivy,wha1does PSU have! A rating as one of 
the top colleges in the U.S.! Not only did Portland State fail 
to make the top ten of the first-class American universities, 
it also failed to make the second- and third-class rankings. 
Are there buckets or money from federal and sta te funding 
sources being poured into PSUl Hardly. The p laint rising 
from departments and programs all across this 24-square-
block campus ls a woebegone " We've been cu t again .... " 
The roof leaks In Neuberger and Cramer Halls. Science I 
sways in the wind. 
In fact, ii asked why they chose Portland State, the ma-
jority of Students would reply, " Because it 's cheap and it's 
right across to\vn from horne." 
Such explanations wouldn't apply in any foreign stu-
dent's case. In the first place, foreign students must pay 
non-resident tuition the entire time that they are at Port-
land State. and that tuition is currently $703 per term, or ap-
proximately three times that of an Oregon resident's tution. 
Portland Stale, cen trally located as ii is in Portland, still 
isn't across town from Qatar. 
And yet. th is year at PSU there were some 600 students 
from other countries. 
In interviews with foreign students who volunteered to 
ta lk about their experiences at PSU, the general opinion ex-
pressed was that most students come here in order to take 
advantage of the superior quality of an American educa-
tion in such fields as chemistry, engineering. physics. en· 
vironmental science and business administra tion. Family 
savings and scholarships finance many ol t.he students who 
come. Almost half or PSU's foreign students are here for in-
tensive courses in English at the Center for English as a 
Second Language. Sometimes foreign students come to 
Pon land State because they already have family and friends 
here. and have heard that the weather is agreeable. the 
people are nice-"lricndlicr than on the East Coast"-and 
that the cost of living is not 100 high. This year there are 
quite a few (approximately 100-150) Vietnamese students 
on campus who, along with the Cambodians. have refugee 
status with the U.S. government and so are allowed to pay 
reslden1 tuition fees and 10 work off-campus. 
It Is a wrenching experience to leave home and travel to a 
place that is perhaps known only through friends' descrip· 
tive leners or from the colorfu l brochures that the PSU ad-
ministration sent when asked for information. The bro-
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Working with acrylics in the Art De partme nt 
chures extoll Portland as the cultural and businesscapital of 
Oregon, but tend to concen trate on the academic aspects 
of PSU itself. So the average foreign student arrives on cam-
pus well-equipped with the proper papers and transcripts 
and traveler's checks. but not really ready for what greets 
him on campus. The basic pleasure of being ina new place, 
with new people, and anticipating some new experiences, 
is great. There are, however,some adjustments t0wha1one 
Cambodian student termed a "hamburger society" that 
must be made. Culture shock is made easier to bear by sev-
eral foreign student organizations like the Iranian Student 
Association and the Organization of Arab Students, and by 
the PSU International Student Services, as well as classes in 
English as a second language and intercultural communi· 
cation. The various organizations and classes sponsor ac-
tivities, shows, dinners, and discussion groups in the Inter· 
ests o f furthering good relations between the cultures. 
An example of this is the work that Carole Bugier,director 
of International Student Services, does. She describes her· 
self as an advisor, who deals with human problems, Includ-
ing those of adjustment to the U.S. However, she said 1hat 
she doesn't see much real Integration be1ween the major-
ity o f foreign students and American students, except for 
"between gradua1e students and in dating situations." She 
stressed the fact 1ha1 she doesn' t deal with political prob-
lems and that she sees "no reason for political activity in the 
U.S. directed toward change in the home country" and 1ha1 
a better idea is "10 get an education and then go home and 
work from within for change." 
Despite this kind of disapproval, some foreign students 
may never be able 10 return home without suffering retali-
ation for their political activities in the U.S. Their risky ac-
tivities include demonstra1ions in protes1 against repres-
sive governments.such as 1hat of the Shah of Iran; handing 
ou1 poli1ical li1era1ure; and even engaging in conversa-
tions of a polilical na1ure. Wha1ever 1he 1hrea1ol1he CIA, 
the FBI, the U.S. Immigration Service,and local police is loa 
foreign s1udent who is lighting for his poli1ical beliefs, ii is 
not as tolally disheartening as the prospect or many years in 
prison or possible execution upon retu rn to one's home· 
land. Tensions In the poli1ically active foreign studen1 
organizations run high , and 1here have been clashes be· 
1ween 1 he groups. 
Despite 1he culture shock. !he 1enslons. and 1he worries 
1ha1 are Inherent in any unfamiliar si1ua1ion , most foreign 
studen1s manage to get what 1hey came 10 PSU for-an 
American education-and 10 return home to a good job 
with memories of a dis1ant place where ii rained a 101. 
I 
Arab students al a celebra tion 
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Alriu n student wor'klng In the copy center 
Psy(hology sludenl and experimenlal ral Piano sludent and lypical PSU piano 
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Applied Science and Engineering holds a paper airplane contest 
Taking a reading in lab 
Thirty Years Between Quarters; 
Or 
I Wonder What I'll Be When I Grow Up 
MY CHILDREN wonder too. "Joey•s 
mom works in an oHice. Arc you going 
to be an office worker I or a teacher/ or 
whatl" 
I think I'll opt lor the "or what." 
"Joey's mom gets paid two hundred 
dollars every week. They're going to 
buy a boa1." 
I suppose I should devote some time 
to considering the ''or \vha1 ," al-
though I'm not particularly fond ol 
boats. 
Husbands have a more subtle 
approach. "I wonder ii you'd mind 
sewing some buttons on my shirts." 
"Mel" I pretend grea t shock. "Sure· 
ly you don' t mean me. the dedicated 
student with six papers to do and finals 
just nex1 week." 
He goes back to paying bills. " Just 
how many quarters do you have leh 
anyway I" 
I promise myself that I will tidy up the 
house over spring break. I wonder ii 
they have a pound in which to deposit 
erranl wives and nlothers. 
Sometimes my mother comes to 
visi1. She tells me just to relax. she·11 do 
up the breakfast dishes and sta rt the 
roast lor dinner. " It's just like you were 
a little girl aRain and I'm sending you 
oll to school." She laughs and plans to 
indulge me in my silly game-but only 
for awhile. "It will be nice when you 
have more time to relax, to enjoy your· 
sell." She means time for lunches in 
fancy restaurants, long rides in the 
country, visits to old friends. More than 
anything else In the world my mother 
loves to eat out. go for r ides and visit 
o ld friends-especially with me as an 
escort . 
A ND OLD FR I ENDS say, 
"Remember when .. . " Sometimes I 
would bake a lemon pie. There were 
times when we would scour all the junk 
shops in the area and then inspire one 
another to refinish our treasures. And 
other times when we would spend 
whole days together conjuring up new 
recipes: once cannelloni-my friend 
had been to Rome, I had been to San 
Francisco. There were bridge games 
through long winter days while the 
kids were away at school. "We should 
do that again when you have some free 
time,'' my friend says. I'd loveto. l ' lldo 
all those things again. I plan to build a 
doll house, too-once I'm out ol col· 
lege. 
There were those other days when 
the P.T.A. (my eligibility for member-
ship adds up to twenty-six yea rs) calls: 
"Five dozen cookies, p lease; " or the 
church: " We're simply despera te for 
Sunday School teachers;" or a ca rpool 
mother: " I'll make it up to you ii you 
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take my place while I'm sunning in 
Hawaii ." 
Them was the days. 
Now I simply say that I'd love to help 
out but I'm a full-time student and I 
find that I'm kept quite busy . "How 
marvelous," they always say. "Tell me . 
how do you like it l And what arc you 
planning to be?" 
Going to school you see, lslikea fine 
netting which protects one from giant 
mosquitoes and other pests. 
I MEET MY FRIENDS each noon at 
1he Portland Room (I'm auendlng 
Weight Watchers this quarter and tend 
to favor salad bars). Most of us are 
seniors and the same quesiion always 
arises: Have you decided wha1 vou'll 
do when you graduate? Certainly not 
a real, every-single-day-of-the-week 
job. Together we come up with 1hir-
teen ways of looking a1 a college edu-
ca tion: 
1. I certainly couldn't put myself off 
as an English teacher when I've never 
even read Beowulf. That would be 100 
unethical. 
2. If we go1 out of school, we would 
probably all join the country club and 
drink at lunch which would cost 
infinitely more money than college tu· 
ition. Think of all the clothes we'd have 
to buy. 
3. I have always wanted to write. I 
should apply for a grant to study 1he 
cultural development of the Danish 
immigrants who settled on the plains. 
Or I could just Hk for a Reading and 
Conference. 
4. With no school to focus on. we 
might just sit around the house all day 
watching soap operas and gossiping on 
the telephone. Of course, I suppose 
any one of us could bake a lemon pie 
again . 
S. I do type "ell, but business has 
never held much charm for me. I don't 
have the vocabulary for it. 
6. We could indulge on menopausal 
lamentations ... 
7. or child-centered situations. 
8. The library seems to be full of 
books wrollcn in Arabic or Hebrew or 
Spanish. Or they have something lo do 
with science. The librarian means well. 
He says the problem is that I have never 
learned to read insiructions. 
9. I suppose I could spread out my 
last two requirements over a couple 
quarters and build up to about two 
hundred and lofty credits. t wonder if 
they give gold stars for that. 
10. They tell me all art can be put onto 
a mathematical fo1mula. I want to pul 
myself Into a mathcma1ical formula. I 
don't undersiand the terms. I must sign 
up for a course on ma1hema1ical terms. 
11. We could combine our talents 
and come up with a cookbook on 
soups instead of worrying about line 
volumes of poetry. 
12. I see earthquakes are promised 
by spring in ulifornla and I have never 
learned to put my worries in the hands 
of God. I should take philosophy. 
13. or the clements of logic ... 
We drink our coffee black. One lady 
tells us that her husband resents her 
fine mind, another tha1 she's taken to 
spending all her weekends a1 1he li-
brary to avoid the confusion of 1cle-
vi1lon games and yet another 1ha1 she 
can't remember how to cook a turkey. 
We explain that it is no longer neces-
sary to sew a seam and she relaxes. 
Thanksgiving will be good . We decide 
10 skip our classes and listen 10 1he 
preacher-just this once. I think I 'II get 
a poem abou1 men smashing Bibles 
into dust on Park Blocks afternoons. 
Ar THE ELEVATOR in Neuberger I 
watch 1wo senior citizens. They are 
wearing white gloves. 
" What is 1he room numberl" one 
Jsks. 
"Four-fifty-five," says the other. 
"Then I suppose we turn left." 
"I wouldn't know. I've never had a 
sense of direction." 
" I think I' ll sit in the back row," says 
the first lady. 
And the second lady answers, "I 
always sl1 in front so I can hear." 
"Yes, I know, but my neck gets stiff 
looking up like that all the time." 
"Why in the world would you have 
to look up?" The second lady 1s al-
ready annoyed and the class hasn' t 
even started. "Don't you know the 
floor is levell" 
I wonder, vaguely, if I'm peering 
around the corner of a few years and 
looking at myself. 
I F ANO WHEN you come to terms 
with reality, chances a re good that 
someone will have beaten you to the 
punch. Chances are even better that 
the person will be a graduate of Port-
land State University, where tru th, 
reality and fiscal responsibility co-exist 
like so much contaminated motor oil 
on wet pavement . 
Portland State breeds an inordinate 
number of successful people, fully ad-
justed and carefully auuned to "what's 
happening.'' Graduates of Port land 
State include Xerox salespeople , Xerox 
repairpeople, Xerox execut ives and 
teachers. Ma ny personnel managers of 
large and growing business concerns, 
upon hearing the job applica m is a 
graduate of PSU, gleefully cry out, 
"Groovy!" 
Yes, up-and-comers have a very 
good chance of hilling the mark if they 
toe the line at Poriland State. From the 
much-maligned business student 
hunched over an e lectronic calcula-
tor, to the crusading student politician 
representing a non-existent constitu-
ency, the up-and-comers all realize the 
student years are a time for accomp-
lishment and name-making, a time 10 
add a job title or acronym to their 
resume. 
There are, however, two very basic 
Up-and-Comers 
divisions in the ranks of the student 
e lite which must be distinguished in 
o rder to fully understand the abyss. 
On the one hand , there are the 
business students, emerging from that 
little brick blockhouse on Hall Street 
like so many team p layers ready for the 
playoffs. Fresh from Mgmt 451 , Actg. 
489 and Psy 484, they are ready 10 ap-
ply the principles of behavior modifi-
cation towards personnel manage-
ment and motivate the laborforceover 
10 the plus side of profit ma rgin land. 
PSU students' environment 
The ruling class, the year 2000, the 
people to watch. 
But enough of this mindless degra-
dation of corporate p rofessionalism. 
The businessperson has, in the past few 
years, become socie ty's whipping per-
son. Perhaps this is because the liberal 
mass media can accuse business-
people of being ''dumb" and "sex-
less" without fea r of reprisal- it being 
common knowledge tha t the business 
community is functionally " illilerate" 
and without "gender.'' 
In any case, the second class of up-
and-comers is a more interesting and 
provocative arena in which to gener-
alize and oversimplify. 
Here is the flip side or the sa me 
record , the side with a social responsi-
bility fetish-those students genera lly 
unable to do something about any-
thing. The nerve center for this oper-
ation is Smith Memorial Center, land of 
hamburgers and student politics, indi-
gestion and idealism. The prophets re-
side here , the people who tell the rest 
off the world what the typical PSU stu-
dent is thinking. Many a re the young 
and not-so-young committee chair-
persons who study Roben's Rules o f 
Order until the wee hou rs of morning, 
probing the limits of responsible alter-
natives. 
It is interesting to note that these stu-
dents have made careers out of seem-
ingly harmless extra-curricu lar activi-
ties. The old veterans of student poli-
tics have been around for years and 
years, forever chomping at the bit , al-
ways ready to keep things under con-
tr-ol. Prospective e mployers are going 
to have to refer to the fabled attached 
sheet if they want to learn of all the 
applicant's achievements. Stars on the 
studen t political horizon, after duti-
fully doing their duty, can look for-
ward to certifying public accounts in 
40-story Portland office buildings o r 
other equally prestigious occupa-
tions. 
PSU provides a unique and power-
ful base of operations for student poli-
ticians and up-and-comers in general. 
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Besides being located in the commer· 
cial hub of Oregon, PSU possesses one 
ingredient essentia l to bolstering the 
apparent worth of any serious go-get· 
ter-lack of competition. 
It is not difficulttostand out in a field 
of underachievers. The majority of stu· 
dents come to Portland State because 
there is nothing better to do. Once 
here, they spend a great deal of time ig· 
noring their physical surroundings. 
Many students ioday cannot identify 
important campus landmarks, such as 
the General Stephen Coffin Memorial 
Brick or the Orpheus in Transit Re-
flecting Pool. 
T HE TYPICAL PSU student is a part-
time student, here and gone, leaving a 
vacuum the up·and·comers are only 
too glad to fill. The sheer physical pres-
ence of students In a classroom im-
presses many professors. Those stu-
dents who actually study seem like 
bright young scholars compared to the 
rest of the unknown chowderheads on 
the class l ist . 
But the student politicians are the 
Typical classroom situations 
ones who truly take advantage of PSU's 
sub-normal transient atmosphere. Stu-
dent senators at PSU are "elected" 
when they garner thirty signatures 
from PSU students-at-large. Thirty sig-
natures can generally be cajoled from 
total strangers in the cafeteria within an 
hour. Once a studen t politician has 
gained a "constituency," it can 
promptly be ignored. Accountability, a 
word much In vogue back in jaded 
Washington, O.C., is an unknown con-
cept in PSU student politics. 
To say that PSU politics are cliquish is 
understating the situation. Respon-
sible to no one but itself, the PSU body 
politic is the result of inbreeding on a 
fantastic scale, both attracting and pro-
ducing students satisfied with the 
power of position and the Work-Study 
salary it generates. 
A terminal suggestion around Smith 
Memorial Center is that student 
government be restructured so as to 
represent the students. Unfortunate-
ly. this idea's time to come ls still pend-
ing. 
Two years ago, everybody from Joe 
Blumel to the never-ending succes-
sion of student body presidents 
seemed in favor of student represen-
tation through academic depart-
ments. The ra tionale behind this idea 
was that if student unity and concern 
was to be found anywhere at PSU, 11 
would reside among students in the 
same field of study. The plan provided 
for each department to be allotted 
seats on the Student Senate, where 
elected representatives would be able 
to present the pressing concerns and 
problems of their particular const i-
tuency. Unfortunately, the idea ex-
pired In a blaze of disinterest. 
Another Intriguing concept in 
democratic reform at Portland State is 
government by and for the apathetic. 
Considering the Interest coefficient of 
PSU students, the only truly repre-
sentative government would be one 
composed of the uncari ng who ac-
complish nothing and never convene. 
or course it takes a lot to rock the 
boat, and this sort of deS1ructive (if c.re-
ative) reform never looks good on 
paper-especially a resume. 
But life goes on as usual at Portland 
State, with nary a ripple in the organi-
zational flow chart. Students come and 
stude nts go, down·and·outers sinking 
lower and up-and-comers gaining alti-
tude, with the business students pro-
viding the comic relief. Things are as 
they always were. So if all of this makes 
you nervous, just remember that your 
time a1 Portland State is preparing you 
for something . •. It might even be Im-
portant. 
Recent PSU graduate celebrates at lhe reception 
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1972-73: Goose Hollow housing Is complered; rhe Arhleric Oeparrmenr has a live-year accumulated dclicir of 
S260,650: 1/1e U.S. leaves Vietnam, officially, at le.w; McGovern loses rile clecrion; and some people gel rheir de-
grees and leave PSU. 
1973-74: the State Board of Higher Education requires budget cuts totaling $1 .S million for PSU; Greg Wolfe departs 
and foe Blumel rakes over as presidenr; rhe Vanguard runs " Tne Papal Bull" on Halloween; Nixon is on his way our: 
.rnd some people say good-bye 10 PSU. 
1974-75: Blume/ is inaugura1ed and iniliates his "Vital Parrners" plan for alliance with downtown; Frank Giese ls con-
victed of conspiracy and fired from his teaching position despite protes1 from srudents and lacu/1y: Francisco Ybarra 
starts a hunger strike; computer registration is introduced; the Park Blocks get redwood benches and marble chess-
boards; the enro llment goes up and so many lacu/ry members arc reinslated; Fred Meyer backs 1he foorball team 
with 518,000; the first pagan festival is he/cl in the Park Blocks: and some people graduare from PSU. 
1975-76: renovation of Lincoln Hall is completed; PSS rakes overihe Ondine; the Vanguard starts a conrroversy by re-
fusing CIA adverlising: public opinion against the Trojan nuclear power plant rises: the Portland mayoral race is on; 
Professor Tom Burnam appears on The Tonight Show; the /11ciden1al Fee Commit1ee recommendations cause a 
good deal ol indignation, as usual; and some people get out ol PSU. 
This is a recounting of only lour years' worth ol events 1hat a/leered mosr PSU swdents' lives. Actually. more 1han 
lour years should be included because mosr Portland Stale students don't go through school i111he classic American 
style. Despite this foci, many people do gradua1e each year. Up un1U 1971. all graduates who so 1Jesired had 1heir mu11 
sho<s and names put in 1heback of the Viking. Thisyearrhe Viking advertiseclanopportunitylorseniorson 1he verge 
of graduating to come forward and write down their stories of /lie at PSU in 1heir own words for publication. We re-
ceived live responses to the invira<ion. Here 1hcy are. 
(Becky Dunham) 
I ENROLLED AT PSU in Septemberoll972. I was fresh out of 
high school and frightened o f college ac.idemically as well 
associall y. I knew approximately one person here. He was a 
sophomore. He was drafted to escort me everywhere. I 
think my mother secretly paid him. I lived in constant fear 
that he might be sick one day and I would have to fend for 
myself. 
Part of my academic fright came from being in the 
University Scholars Program. Through that program I was 
able 10 start into my major interest lull force. I took almost 
all Middle East courses and I studied hard. 
Most of my social fear came from hearing that 60%of the 
people at PSU were married and that the single men were 
all " wolves." Gradually I learned that married people could 
relate to me, too. I also had to cope with gelling " picked 
up" in the cafeteria and Park Blocks. Somerimes I used my 
escort for a bodyguard! 
I got through my first year with good grad"s and relative-
ly few problems. Fortuna tely my friend Randy was rarely 
sick. 
My sophomore year was again filled with my major. I also 
had 10 work at Meier and Frank. I also fell In love. That was 
probably one of my biggest lea rn ing experiences ar PSU. 
One of my friends introduced me to the Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowsh ip club on campus and I began to be 
involved with them. During Christmas vacation I went 10 
their missions conference ar the University of Illinois. There 
were 13.500 students in attendence. It was there that I 
decided to reaffirm my commillment to become a 
missionary. 
That year I received a scholarship to studv Arabic for the 
summer in Tunisia. Four of us went from PSU. That was my 
first l ime across the sea. I learned a 101-about Tunisian 
culture. Arabic, and especially about myrelf. 
During my junior year, my heart gor broken and so I had a 
lot more rime to study and get serious about school. I 
completed all the requirements for my M iddle East Studies 
Certificate and I finally decided on a major-General 
Studies. Of course, it was the height of indecision. I also 
became more Involved in relationships with people other 
than my "sweetie." My Work-Study job at English as a 
Second Language helped to form some of the new relation-
ships. 
M y senior year has been relatively peaceful. I tried to be a 
book worm fall term and found that i t made my life so dull 
as to be unbearable. I have been involved in pulling all the 
loose ends together and I have had some hassles. 
I have been thankfulforrhe opporrunities to learn here. I 
received financial aid three out or lour years. thanks to our 
government. I also got to travel overseas. thanks to our 
government. I have enjoyed the diverse student body here 
and the relationships I have had with people from so many 
countries and age groups. I have had a lor of fun, but I am 
looking forward 10 leaving here and moving on. 
(Gerald Heade] 
WHAT HAS BEEN THE best part of my life here at Portland 
S1a1e/ Probably moving away from ii. And as I do, I think of 
all the things I'll be missing. 
For example, 1he bathroom facilities. II you can ignore 
the litter of towels and wade through the water on the floor , 
and ii you can keep 1he stall door closed with one hand 
while you reach for the roll of toilet paper 1ha1 usually Isn't 
1here wi1h the o ther, you can appreciate the writ ing on !he 
wall (ii 1here is enough light to read by). You can usually 
find something humorous 10 pul a smile on your face and 
get you through the day. 
In the commencement address I gave for graduation 
lrom high school, I quo1ed Thoreau: " I am not made like 
anyone else I have ever known. And. if I am not bener, a1 
least I am different." (I mention this here not only lo let you 
know how literary I am, but so you'll know that in high 
school I was a " big cheese." Let it be known now that I'm 
not even a thin slice of velveeta as I leave PSU.) 
Not quite four yeJrs la1er, I'm the same person (at least I 
go by the same name), yet I think my views have turned at 
least 180°. I arrived with a mustache, and I'm leaving with a 
beard, but unless my picture appears in this book, you'll 
probably nol know what I look like. or who I really am. 
Oscar Wilde is reported 10 have remarked, " I am 1he on ly 
person in 1he world I would like to know thoroughly, but I 
don' t see much chance of it at present." I couldn' t agree 
wi1h him more, but hopefully writing this will be helpful. 
College life Is supposed 10 be educational and expen-
sive. I am sure of the faller, but hard pressed to agree wi1h 
the former. Whal have I learned al Portland State? Perhaps 
my most importan t lesson was that !aught by a favorite 
political science professor. He said it is best 10 remain the 
" informed skep1ic." That lesson is one of 1h<? few that has 
stayed with me. Not many o thers have. Th<? only other thing 
I can remember was learned from the History of Science 
cou rse, which no1ed tha1 ii a person studies hard for eight 
hours straight. what is needed to replenish the lost energy 
from such exercise is one-half of one peanu1. No comment. 
What has four years at Portland Staie meantl Among 
o ther things It represents close to lhree thousand dollars in 
tuition and books. and almost that much in ren t and food. 
Six thousand dollars. I financed It al l myself, and am rightly 
proud ol ii. I lea rned what ii is like to be tired . Really tired. 
Like falling asleep while writing down notes in class. and 
having really short little dr<?ams every time my eyelids 
closed. Like worrying that the teacher will 1hink you're 
making laces a1 him by rolling your eyes uncontrollably. 
Exactly what effect Portland State has had on me the past 
four years is a liule fuzzy. After all, these years coincided 
with the first years spen1 away from horn<?. They were also 
the first lour ful l years of steady employment. The first 1ime 
I voted, the first time I made oul my income tax. eic. The 
first four years of independence from home means you 
grow up fast. I don't really 1hink Portland State was helpful 
in keeping my independence, but I am sure it has helped 
me to remain the "inrormed skeptic.'1 
I came in the fall of 1972 near the end of a campaign year. 
I am leaving in the middle of another campaign year, and 
even 1hough I have earned a BS in political science, I 've be· 
come disillusioned with that whole scene. I came right after 
the Park Blocksrenovation was completed, and I'm leaving 
about five years before the Dutch Elm disease destroys 
1hem. I came when tui1ion was S175.00 Nexl year's tuition 
will be a 50% Increase over that. I'm leaving just as Lincoln 
Hall renovation is comple1ed and as the transit mall is 
started. 
And now i1's 1lme for this bird to fly the coop, but for all 
purposes it's more like I should make like manure and hit 
the trail. II there is one single thing about this universi1y that 
is totally unwarranted it is 1he poor journalism shown in the 
Vanguard. Thal publication 1akes a dim view of anything 
positive about the universily. h s views have always been 
sick. slanied. disgusting and decadent. 
Living on campus for four years, I've come to know and 
admire the common cockroach. Did you know 1hat i t is 
relatively unchanged since prehistoric limesl Did you also 
know lha1 it remains virtually indestructible, and that the 
on ly thing that will kill it, besides a smashing blow to the 
left, is boiling waterl Did you know they make excellent 
playthings for housecais? Did you know that you can store a 
roach in a bottle wilh no food, no air, no nothing for up 10 
six months and that sucker will come out alive and kicking? 
Did you know tha1 if you squash 1he gulsoul of one ol these 
pests, throw him in the toilet, he' ll still be there ready to go 
al 11 when you come home eigh t hours later? You might 
think Alfred Hitchcock 's Psycho is a thriller, but it's noth· 
ing unless you watch the shower knifing scene and out of 
the com er of your eye see a big roach crawling towards you 
on the sofa. 
Portland State hasn 't been all fun and games, though. 
Sometimes i1's downright frustrating. Seniors no longer 
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have priority in getting in to closed classes, which is a shame. 
Some of the secretaries and office personnel treat you like 
dirt and forget that you're paying their salaries. You're ex-
pected 10 do your work and you expect the same from the 
professor, but it can really be a shame when you get a Bon a 
test you expected an A on, and. upon discussing it with the 
professor (who makes himself as unavailable as possible ), 
he says, " 11 was probably one of those papers I read at 6:00 
this morning ." This is the time you feel like saying to him, 
" What do you think hell will be like, sir?" but you don' t be-
cause he's got the grade book. 
It 's too la te now to wish I'd transferred to some o ther 
school . Portland State isn' t the grea test Institution of learn· 
ing; bu t then, I am the lirst to admit tha t just maybe I 
haven' t been the most scholastic of studen ts. 
[Bob Hudson I 
AFTER THREE YEARS of being at Portland State, there are a 
few things that stand out in my mind. Un til I came here, 
polilics was something I had stayed away from, but seeing 
how ridiculously easy II was, I decided to join the Student 
Senate. I had envisioned Ponland State as a radical univer-
sity and figured the student government would certainly be 
the center of all the activity, bu t this p roved not to be.and I 
was sort of disappointed. After attending meetings for 
several months, it became eviden t that certain Individuals 
were more concerned with power trips than accomplish-
ing anything. It was a waste ol time since no o ne ca red what 
this body did with anything except the budget, and even 
then its decision meant little since someone else made the 
final decision . 
I got away from university affairs until recently when 
the re was a protest against higher tuition. Seeing the man-
ner in which this was carried out was depressing, and it also 
proved to be a waste of time. It seemed that here was a 
chance for the ASPSU to do something asa body, but all that 
came was a mild letter from its president lo the state boa rd , 
and this was aimed primarily al the protestors. 
For the student government to become a force in the 
community and the state, It must take stands on issues that 
have some bearing on the future. At this time, this govern-
ment is a microcosm of the federal and sta te governments 
in the amount ol time it wastes on meaningless things and in 
It s relation to its students. In my three years al this school, 
I've seen the voice ol the student fade to nothing, and it 's 
too bad, because the foundation exists for the body of stu· 
den ts to have a voice in university and community a l lairs. I 
hope it doesn't take another war to get the juices flowing 
again. 
I John W. Mann I 
AS I LOOK BACK ON my educational experience at PSU I 
see good times and ha rd times. Olten It has been difficult 
not to get cynical abou t this place, and about the people 
who inhabit these hallways. But one must have a sense ol 
humor in o rder to survive lour years ol nothing but PSU. 
I've seen many people grow so bitter about life and its in-
justices that they weave themselves into a cocoon o l inac-
tion; many words but little action. That is a danger ol PSU. 
The atmosphere can wear a person down ii he's not ca re-
ful. Some people say PSU is a cold insti tution. It may sound 
trite, but it is as cold as one makes it . II people would be 
willing to drop the facade and reach out to someone else, in 
most cases there wou ld be a positive response. This may be 
painful at first, but alter awhile it won't be so hard to do. II 
PSU is cold, that world out there is much colder. I'm glad I 
had the opportunity to study at this school, though I don't 
hold any fierce loyalty toward It. I won't be sad at leaving. 
The on ly thing I look back on with sadness is that the o ne 
teacher who took a sincere In terest in me as a student got 
axed in a budget cut. Last I heard he was working nights as a 
janitor over in Neuberger Hall. These things happen. Life 
goes on regardless ol who gets trampled u nder in the rush. 
We have to be there to pull a person out from under the 
stampede. Of courre. if you don' t care about anyone but 
yourself, don't expect anyone to be there when your 
number is up. That is the one absolute of life, fodng the 
end, regardless of anything else. 
[Vic Trelawny) 
Meta/ Arm: 
or, 
The Nigh! I Graduated from Colle11e 
THE NIGHT I GRADUATED from college I drank Bud-
weiser. Let me explain: I don 't drink Budweiser. I got 
tricked into il. I was already sori of drunk and Mi'ke came 
over with a shortcare o f Budweiser. He sa id he had found it. 
I was drunk enough that I couldn 't taste i t. I cou ldn't taste 
the metal. 
That's right: 1he metal. Budweiser is .59'10 metal. Really. I 
found this out from a frlend who grew up in St. Louis. He 
has curly blond hair and a meta l tooth: he should know. He 
told me the metal comes from Montana and gets washed 
into the M issouri River at the mining cam~ up there. Two 
thousand miles la ter. this is the same water that Budweiser 
uses to brew their beer. 
As you can well guess. this is a tight ly kept secret and I'm 
aware the Budweiser brewery might retaliate against me for 
revealing ii here. They might put a bullet through my head. 
They could get the bullet by boil Ing down a keg o f Bud. I 
mean it. This is why I have bodyguards. They carry metal de-
tectors. 
All in all. the only thing I have to be thankful for is that I 
wasn' t drinking Bud in the tall cans. By an ioniza tion pro-
cess I don 't fully understand. the metal in the Bud reacts 
with the container's metal and many times the Bud one 
drinks from the can is .8 or .9')(, metal. 
A friend who is an i ntern told me that Bud drinkers suffer 
a higher rate of appendicitis than anyone else. Thei r appen-
dices fill up with metal and burst like grenades. This is son 
of what happened to me. I woke up the next morning with 
an acute case of M etal Arm (Brachium me1al/icus/. A ll of the 
metal from the Bud had accumulated in my left forearm. I 
could hardly move It. 
Lying in bed, I remembered the last time I had drunk 
Budweiser. I remembered it was in 1he rail cans and i t was 
1he nigh! Professor Burnam was originally scheduled to ap-
pear on the Tonigh1 Show. He 1101 bumped, but not before 
we had downed a line of tall Buds. The nex1 morning I 
awoke wi1h Metal Eye (Ocu/us me1allicus). I kept bumping 
inlo things and my jumpshot was off 10 1he right. I swore 
then I would never drink a Bud again, 
As I pulled on my clothes with my right hand, I cursed 
myself for falling prey to that Bud like some fraternit y fresh-
man. I knew it would take me all day to work the metal de-
posits out of my arm. Reluctantly I got out the heating pad 
and turned it to HIGH. I massaged my arm 1hrough the 
healing pad and wa1ched television. This is the only way to 
drive the metal ou1: melt it. When I had M etal Eye I did the 
eclipse-observing trick and used the reflected sunli11ht to 
melt the metal from my eye. I saw b lack spots for days. 
Nothing much was on television. except a tenn is match. 
One of the players had a metal racket. M y arm 1hrobbed 
every time he hit 1he ball. I 1hought about how much I'd like 
to play tennis now tha1 I was a college graduaie wilh noth-
ing due or to do: no chance. No1 wi1h Metal Arm. I cou ldn' t 
toss the ball up to serve. 
I 1hought: it serves you right. I massaged my arm and 
moped. I could feel 1he metal beginn ing 10 meh. It stung. I 
was drinking cup after cup of coffee and l ea through a glass 
s1raw. so that the liquified me1al would join with those hot 
fluids and hopefully I could void most or it before it r1:-
solidified elsewhere. 
The tennis match was close. The first se1 went 10 a tie-
breaker and Bjorn Borg and Rod Laver finally won. The 
cameras switehed back to the studio where a Budweiser 
commercial came on. 11 showed drunk young people lift-
ing up mugs of Bud in a 1avern. I no1iced 1hat 1he ad agency 
had made sure the tavern's decor was done completely In 
wood. The consuming public mus1 not make the meta l con-
nection. The ad seemed to go on forever. 
Maybe. crazed with liquid metal in the brain , I was hear-
ing things, but I could swear the ad's last line went . "When 
you say Budweiser. you've said meial." 
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Dear Mom and Dad: 12/10/75 
It's a dark and dreary night. 
Prom my 12th floor window at 
the Ondine I can see the univ-
ersity out there , and sometimes 
it ' s hard to sleep just thinking 
about , well thinkin.g about , I Mr and Mrs . Frank Blake 
don't know, but then I think of • 
Dean , the blond t.a . i n Wr. 121 2525 Cherry Lane 
and bow he sm.iles at me when the 
ins truc t or isn 't l ooking . Ever Sacramento, Calif. 
since writing that paper about 
my su.mmer vacation I have ser- 87106 
iously consid ered becoming a writer. 
I know it will be a }~~~ · hard 
road but Dean is so t~-
cour aging. 
Always --<j)~ 
PS Need money for socks . Mia e 
keep getting stolen . 
The Portland State Student's 
GUIDE TO FUN 
Dancing at the Pi Phi '50's sock-hop 
"I would say 1ha1 having fun al PSU is a challenge. In fact. i1's a challenge iust to make 
sense of this place." 
This section of the Viking yrbk Is intended as a son of handbook, a guide. for anyone 
who might have made the above statement. This is because the Viking is in the business of 
providing students with practical as well as aesthetic material. Response to the question . 
"What is fun at PSUI" was, though not overwhe lming, en tirely adequate to the task at 
hand. 
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"We're down here every dtty!" 
"Actually, having fun around he re is pretty cheap." 
"Pinball is a way of life.'' 
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"I'm a philosophy major al PSU and I love Bruce Springsteen!" 
"You could say we s"1nd around here jusl to find out what's going on." 
"Tenant meetings here al the Marabba are pretty good." 
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Medievol combat provides entertainment at the Dionysian Festival 
Dionysian Festival 
ON JUNE 6, 1975, Portland State held a festiva l in honor of 
Dionysus lo celebrate the ending of spring and the rites of 
summer. In Greek mythology. Dionysus was a nature god of 
fruitfulness and vegetation. He specialized as the god of 
wine. According to one legend, Dionysus tore into pieces 
the son of a Theban woman who had refused to perform in 
his o rgiastic rites. 
Al Portland State's Dionysian festival, musicians played in 
nhe Park Blocks, batt les were staged by the Society for the 
Creative Anachronism, and a group of young Chri.iians 
shouted loudly about the evils of paganism. There was free 
food and beer in the basemen I of the Montgomery Build-
ing and the day ended wilh a street concer1 in back of the li-
brary. 
The next morning saw broken bottles lying in the grass, 
paper cups rolling 1hrough the Park Blocks, and an occa-
sional dog licking clean a paper plate. At this year's festival a 
different pagan god will be honored. 
-_yJ5? 
Hunger Strike 
LAST SPRING, Francisco Ybarra of 1he Chicano Student 
Union decided ii was time for the university's Food Service 
to stop selling Teamster-picked lenuce and to sell instead 
leuuce picked by members of 1he United Farm Workers 
{UFW). Francisco got himself a bullhorn. some brightly-
colored flags. pitched a tent on the libra ry lawn.and there 
staged a hunger strike on behalf of the UFW. 
On orders from Joseph Blume!, 1he CSSO arrested 
Francisco and confiscated his equipment whenever other 
studems weren' t around. In the course of the summer. 
Ybarra and Cathy Collier, another p ro testor, were arrested 
eleven times. Of 1he July 9th arrest, Francisco said, " M y 
head was held against the counter while they pulled my 
hair. later they grabbed me violently, with one arm .around 
my neck tightly, grabbed my hair and sca lp and lifted me up 
in the air and took me 10 solitary confinement. While they 
carried me, they hit me two or three limes against the bars. 
insuhin~ me and pulling my hair." 
Francisco at a midsun1me r supporl rally 
Ybarra and Collier were scheduled 10 come 10 trial on 
August 1st on charges of criminal trespassing. but Blume!, 
who was going 101es1ify on behalf of1he university. wasou1 
of 1own on vaca tion. 
In October. Ybarra and Collier were convicted on 1hree 
coun1s, acquiued on one and 1he remaining seven charges 
were dropped. On sentencing them 10 fifteen days in jail. 
the judge said, " He (Ybarra I said 1he university belongs 10 
1he s1Uden1s. I 1hink h may be a good idea to have him 
penned up in another Insti tution and see what it feels l ike." 
A higher coun upheld the convictions and Ybarra and 
Coll ier were given a choice between serving 1he sentence 
or living under two years o f p robation. They took the 
former. bu1 the case is being presented to the Oregon 
Coun of Appeals by the American Civil Liberties Union 10 
determine 1he legality of the convictions. 
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"You can tell a person by the company he keeps," and 
01her sociocullural observa1ions In 1hc form of reporlS on 
some represen1a1ive Porrland S1a1e sludeni organizations. 
Black Cultural Affairs Board 
BASED ON THE IDEA THAT 1he majori1y of 1he students at 
Portland Slate don'! know of or don'1 think or culture from 
a black perspective. the Black Cultura l Affairs Board 
organizes and sponsors progran1s in an aucmpt 10 den1on· 
strate black culture. Bands, poets. speakers and plays that 
might be ignored by the other cultural organlT.a ilons on 
campus are brought in. 
" Other student organh:ationsdon'1 think of culture as far 
as the black people are concerned. Most of the programs 
are for the average white student. Take the film commit-
tee. They show foreign f i lms, but no1 films abou1 wha1's 
happening right here in America," said Rosemary Allen , 
chairwoman or Black Cultural Affairs. 
One of Black Cultural Affairs' objec1ives is to educate 
whites about black culture. But 1he main one is 10 show 
black people wha1's happening in the am from a black per-
speClive. Allen said 1ha1 some people in the black com-
munity have never had 1he chance to see live theater with 
an all-black c;ist. "They've never had the opportun lty to see 
something they can identify with." Allen explained. " Look 
at television: most people get this idea 1ha1 blacks are either 
wearing pimp clothes all the time or shooting someone 
up." Though 1elevision has added a fewshowswilh basical-
ly black casts. it 's hard ror a non-black person to tell whether 
these programs allow the black people in them 10 have any 
sort of black iden11ty. But then , It Is also hard to 1ell if TV 
shows give the housewife a irue portraya l. or anyone else 
for tha1 mauer. 
Judging from the response they gel (!heir production or 
Five on the Black Hand Side had an extended runl , 1he 
people of Black Cultural Affairs have effect ively sa1islied a 
large audience and even crea ted a new one. 
Black Cultural Affairs Board ollke 
Vanguard 
KATHLEEN HAWKINS and Ray Worden, Vanguard editor 
and managing editor, had troubles in dealing with the uni-
versity's Publications Board this past year. The board, a 
committee composed or five faculty members and four stu-
dents which acts asofricial publisher or all student publica-
tions, attempted to fire the editors on several grounds: be-
cause the editors refused to run CIA and armed forces re-
cruitment advertising; because the Vanguard had run out 
of money at the end of winter term; and because the edi-
tors allegedly weren't taking enough credit hours to sa tisfy 
board requirements for employment. 
By the middle of winter term, the Vanguard editors and 
staff felt understandably harrassed by the situation in whkh 
they found themselves. There was talk of moving the paper 
to an off-campus location, of destroying important files, of 
CIA infiltration in student organizations. The Vanguard 
news staff made the controversies over the editors' eligi-
bility into front-page news. The March 12 issue headlined, 
"Editors denied hearing; university to close Vanguard." 
The same issue contained an editorial which gave free rein 
to emotions then current at the Vanguard, including: 
" the next weeks will quite possibly bring an end to this 
publication .... There are some-many, perhaps-who 
think we have engaged in needless battles; ••• We know 
student politicians who will have their colleagues followed 
by police to keep them In line; .. • our supporters th reaten-
ed with death if they dared divulge information to the press 
.. .• We have learned more about journalism and the prin-
In the Vanguard office 
ciples on which it rests ... our successes will bring . .. a free 
press to this university." 
By the middle or April, 1976, none of the charges against 
the editors had panned out and the various accusat ions 
were tied up in bureaucratic processes within and without 
the university. Contrary to the Vanguard's fea rs, the CIA 
controversy was dropped; the If Committee gave emer-
gency funding to the Vanguard and publication continued 
without incident in spring term; and Hawkins (with the 
benefit or counsel) was accorded orderly hearings by the 
Publications Board. 
A bystander to the Vanguard-Publications Board contro-
versy noted with some resignation that " everybody, every 
year, always gets mad about the Vanguard. It's what makes 
this university go around." But supposedly this yea r some 
serious issues had been raised. The principal issue dealt 
with the delinition or power and control or the content of 
the Vanguard. The Publications Board contends tha t as titu-
lar publisher of 1he Vanguard, ii should have some power in 
deciding what is and is no1 included in the paper; while 1he 
Vanguard editors con tend tha t the true publishers of the 
paper are 1he students or Portland State, and that the edi-
tors (as is outlined in Publications Soard guidelines) are 
solely responsible for the content of the paper. 
As of this writing (April, 1976) nothing concerning the 
editors' eligibility has been decided by the board. Hawkins' 
hearings are currently In suspension, waiting for herre1urn 
from an absence due to illness. 
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Pi Be ta Phi 
THOUGH THE BOBBY SOCKS, p leated skins and Hush 
Puppies have disappeared, sororilies con1inue to be an in-
leresting, if not well-known pan of campus life. Fort he un-
involved s1uden1. sororities lend to be a curiosity, in much 
1he same way 1hat history becomes interes1ing a her a good 
fifty years have passed. Wi1h just a few facts it's possible 10 
look al an historical painting and make quilea drama ou t o f 
ii. We imagine 1he best. we imagine the worst. but hard ly 
ever do we suppose 1he mundane. 
The sororities, swept up in the six ties by the peace 
marches, ''new morals," and an over .. all sh ift in a .. vareness, 
play a more imporrant pan in 1he collective student psyche 
than is usually recognized. Not many of us can remember 
pan1y raids, goldfish-ea ting conteSLS, or wading-pool par-
1ies. Bui il's no ma lier tha t most of us weren' t even there 10 
remember-the main interest is in imagining wha1 must 
have taken place. 
At Pi Beta Phi, one oflhe three sororities at Portland State, 
members still keep their initiation rites secret and con-
tinue to obey certain national and local rules. which deal 
wilh everything from group elections 10 table manners. 
And of course there are ac1ivi1ies. Once a month, 1he 
group's various mothers come over to 1he sorority house 
10 pan icipale In a mother's day, which centers around 1he 
mothers cooking a meal. This year the girls got 1oge1her 
with the fra ternity for a watermelon bust. 
Despite 1he mon1hly dues of S15, and the facl that the 
sorori ty house is not used for l iving quarters, 22 girls joined 
up this year after 1he 1hree-day rush that is held every fall. 
Members must have a 2.5 GPA out of high school and main-
tain this GPA throughout college. Michelle Gabourel, Pi 
Beta Phi p resident, sa id that most girls join a sorority be· 
cause " there are no campus activities or ways lo meet 
people. It's a commuter school and most o f the students are 
o lder." The reasons for joining sororities no longer seem to 
be those of competition or social-cl imbing, bu t loneliness 
and a desi re 10 have fun . 
Pi Bet• Phi members on their front porch 
Gay Student Affairs Board 
GAY PEOPLE ARE FOR the most pan an invisible minority a1 
Portland State. To captu re the attention in 1he halls of this 
fast-moving university. a person has 10 be more than just 
visible. In a recent (and very limited) survey.some Portland 
Stale students agreed that the gay people they notice (and 
usually base their Impressions of homosexua lity on) are 
very visible: 
" They wear tight b lue pants, wide-rimmed glasses and 
their hair is either hair sprayed or blown dry." 
"Gay people are skinny or short and plump,butncverin-
between ." 
" Their l ingers flu11er." 
The Gay Student Affairs Board says 1ha1 these Impres-
sions ol the gay population arc misleading because visibly 
gay people are a minority among gays. "You don 't pick out 
the freaks in regular society and base your total impression 
of that society on them,'' said Nedra Bagley, a member of 
Gay Student Affairs Board office 
the board. 
Bagley went on to explain that she wasn't calling out-of-
the-closet homosexuals the freaks of the gay population. 
One of Gay Student Affairs' goals is to educate hetero· 
sexuals about the gay scene and. hopefully. break down 
some of the myths and stereotypes. " We have a board ol 
speakers that goes oul 10 high schools and colleges. There is 
a very good response from the high schools, even belier 
than at the colleges,'' said Bagley. Considering 1he response 
at this university to the survey on studeni understanding of 
homosexuality, this seems very probable. 
Gay Student Affairs received $204 this year. "That'sseven 
cents a day after 1he telephone," said Bagley. With this kind 
ol financial backing, It 's no wonderthat a lot of the informa-
tion concerning homosexuality is secondhand. "I knew a 
girl once, she was living above a bunch ol them, and she 
told me ... .'' 
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Chiron Studies 
LOCATED IN A CONVERTED broom closet off 1he founh 
floor elevator in Smith Center. Chiron Studies offers 
courses taught by people who aren't members of 1he 
regular faculty. The ideas behind Chiron's formation in 
1969 have moved from political references toward a more 
academic perspective, something predictable in a 
university atmosphere. 
During the first few years Chiron people were interested 
in changing 1he educational system and experimenting 
with different methods of leaching. Their philosophy had 
much in common wilh that of "free" or "alternative'* 
schools, but Chiron classes tended to run off the track. 
Some of 1hem turned into political or religious forums. 
Another problem with early auempts a 1 classes. according 
to Katherine Sliter, 75-76 Chiron coordinator, was that 
most students couldn't learn how to discipline themselves; 
they were used to leaning on an instructor. "II takes acer-
t-a in amount of discipline in order to learn in a free situa-
tion." Sliter also said, "Chiron classes are no longer used as 
political or religious tools. People are here to learn, not to 
learn how 10 believe." 
./_ 
-
One of Chiron's purposes is to give students a voice ln 
what they learn. To this end,students are offered a chance 
to teach classes. To set up a class, a student must get a faculty 
sponsor and approval from a department and Chiron. 
Student teachers are paid $100-$150 a term. 
The opportunity to be a Chiron instructor is open not 
only to PSU students, but also to the community and to 
faculty members who feel they have something 10 offer in 
the way of classes not usually included in the regular 
university curriculum. Qualifications are based on a per-
son's experience and ''expertise." As Sliter ~id, uYou don't 
necessarily need to be a certain age or hold a degree 10 
teach something." 
Student instructors usually handle classes differently than 
regular instructors. Whereas most professors at PSU rely on 
lectures, Chiron's student instruc1ors act more as 
moderators 1han actual teachers. " They don't give you the 
answers so much as lead you towards 1he question," Sliter 
said. Of course, in a Chiron Studies class, just like 
everywhere else, you get assignments, grades, and all the 
other trappings of true education . 
Chiron chairperson at work 
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where sludents live 
M onlgomcry Building Ondine 
PSS: "Cheaper Than Burnside" 
T HE CORPORATION known as the 
Portland Student Services (PSS) ex-
tends its westernmost tower sixteen 
stories into the air al the corner of 16th 
and Clay. From the brick-walled. 
orange-carpeted apartments on the 
lop floors of the Goose Hollow Apart· 
men1s, tenants can look over their 
huge parking 101 and oul on10 a 1rac1 of 
1he city that Is scauered wilh the lights 
of other buildings under the manage-
ment of PSS. Ten blocks 10 the eas1 
s1ands the newest member in 1he cor-
poration's "Family of Buildings." 11 isa 
fifleen-story. bile-colored cas1le-1he 
Ondine. 
On 1he nigh1 or January s. 1976, PSS 
held lls annual meeting 10 discuss 1he 
slale of 1he corporalion with 1enan1s. 
The mee1ing was held in Mother's Deli, 
1he PSS-operated res1auran1. Mo1her's 
was a llltle cleaner than usual, but the 
large cooler near 1he cash regis1er was 
s1ill stocked with bowls or willing let-
tuce, bean salads. cations or yogur1 , 
half-emp1y cans of peach nectar and 
other " natural" foods. 
Cindy Parker, the president of the 
corporation's S1Udent Board, and John 
Werneken, then general manager. as 
well as most of 1he PSS staff aside from 
the building managers, were presem. 
They sa1 around the tables. drinking 
coffee . smoking cigareues and wail· 
ing until enough 1enants showed up 10 
jus1ify starling 1he mee11ng. Twenty 
minu1es after 1he schedu led time only 
four 1enan1S had come and 1wo of 
these were reporters. 
After a rather embarrassing inter· 
lude, during which all the people from 
PSS Introduced themselves. 1he mee1-
ing began to work its way through 1he 
1edious agenda. Cindy Parker served as 
chairwoman. John Werncken sa1 
posed 10 lnterrupl her before she 
could ans\ver questions from the press. 
" I think I can answer1ha1."hewould 
say. And then he would. And Parker 
would explain him. And Werneken 
would say, " Well . wi1hou1 under-
s1anding the basics of some rather 
complex ... ,"and so on. 
Eventually the business on the 
agenda had been finished and 1he 
meeting was thro\vn open to com· 
men1 from lhc tenan1s. For1una1ely. by 
1his lime abou1 20 of 1he 1.000 people 
who live in PSS buildings had come 10 
the meeting , so some discussion was 
St. Helen's 
possible. 
One 1enant complained. "PSS is no 
longer responsive to tenants. We're 
just room numbers and renl checks. 
The managers are never around and 
there is no one we can complain to. It's 
become a classic tenant-landlord rela-
tionship." 
"We don '1 deny tha1 PSS has be-
come a bureaucracy," said Parker. 
"That's just what happens." 
Ano1her tenant complained tha1 PSS 
had interfered with tenant efforts 10 re-
decorale the lobby al Marabba West 
after the corporation had informed 
them tha1 no more money would be 
put into 1he bui lding. 
"The Marabba is such a funky old 
building," said Werneken with a grin. 
"We get a lot of s1range stories from 
over there and I just don't pay any at-
tention to them." 
Parker told the tenan1 that she and 
Werneken would go over to Marabba 
10 check out the situation, but Werne-
ken said, '11 don't have time." Werne· 
ken's salary with PSS was in 1he neigh-
borhood of $15,000. 
Werneken resigned as general man-
ager of PSS about a mon1h-and-a-hall 
alter the fanuary meeting. According 
to 1he Vanguard, Cindy Parker attrib-
uted his resignation to problems in his 
dealings whh sta ff members. 
In later conversation, Werneken did 
not wish to elaborate on the Vanguard 
article, but said he resigned simply be-
cause "il was lime 10 move on." Wer· 
neken did , however. enjoy talking 
about the days when he was president 
of the ASPSU in 1970. 
"During Cambodia we declared 
Poriland State a sovereign sta te for 
seven days. We had our own llag and 
we roasted hot dogs over the files. II 
the university hadn't had a very brave 
president at the time I Gregory Wolle] , 
the National Guard wou ld have been 
in here. They had the tac squad in as ii 
was." 
In those days, of which he is ob-
viously proud, Wern eken helped set 
up PSS, ostensibly tO save old apart-
ment buildings that the university in-
tended to destroy. He became general 
manager of the corporation and served 
as politica l go-between for PSS. Later, 
10 help legitimize the organization in 
the eyes of the Oregon State Board of 
Higher Education , Werneken and 
Montgomery Market check-out line 
Stratford 
01hers organized 1he construction of 
1he high-rise Goose Hollow Apart-
ments in the midd le of an o ld neigh-
borhood just west of Portland S1a1e. 
The project was completed success-
fully, but not wilhoul protests from 
residents and studenlS who wondered 
what PSS, an organization set up to save 
old buildings , was doing in the busi-
ness of constructing high-rises. In one 
dra matic exhibition of dissa1islac1ion, 
build ings near the proposed sile were 
sel on lire. But Werneken disregarded 
the possibility of arson and, in fact, the 
incident was used as an excuse 1ogo on 
with construction on the basis 1hat the 
old buildings were fire traps. 
"Politics Is an in1eres1ing game for 
awhile. You just can' t get too caught up 
in it." Werneken also said that now that 
his time with PSS was over he intended 
to go to work for presidential candi-
da1e Jimmy Carter. 
Cindy Parker has taken over some of 
Werneken's duties as general man-
ager until a permanent replacement is 
found. She is an old hand at university 
politics and was involved in the fight to 
dislund football at Porlland State. 
It was a fear of the p rofessional men-
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talhy invading PSS, originally set up asa 
tenant-run organization, that prompt-
ed Parker and others to adopt a new 
wage-salary "philosophy" for the cor-
poration. The idea behind the new phi-
losophy was to set up a sell-perpetu· 
ating organization that trained Indi-
viduals in the areas of management 
and then let them go before they could 
become 100 entrenched at PSS or too 
expensive. There is speculation that 
this was the reason why John Werne-
ken was hurried out the door. 
A T THE JANUARY STH meeting it 
was also announced that the corpor· 
ation was taking over the publication 
of the Boilermaker, a dittoed news 
sheet distributed monthly around the 
thineen buildings under PSS control. 
When the paper next appeared , it was 
six pages long and resembled one of 
those "house organs" which large cor-
porations put out. Its stories con· 
tained such catch phrases as: 
Blackslone 
"The promise of seeing PSS into the 
21st century ... employe~ are being 
drawn up through the ranks .. . PSS be-
came a potential million dollar cor-
poration ... get a handle on the use of 
influence and power ... Ondine joins 
PSS " Family of Buildings." 
There were also a few homey articles 
in the paper, one of which advised 
tenants agains1 ea ting produce from 
the PSS garden plots beside the free-
way because it contains a high level of 
lead due to automobile pollution. The 
paper also said that the Tenants Coun· 
ell, the vehicle through which tenants 
feed "input" to the corporate hier-
archy, was virtually ineffective. In an 
editorial, one member of the Board of 
Directors discussed the merits of dis· 
banding the Tenant Council which, 
incidentally, has the power to disband 
the board upon which he sits. 
At any rate, the Boilermaker makes it 
clear that PSS is probably going to be 
around for awhile and, whether 
through necessity or choice, It talks to 
its tenants in the language of the busi-
ness world . The corpora tion is In the 
process of negotiating a 25-year lease 
with the university so that it can retain 
possession of the nine o riginal build· 
ings It was set up to save. In addition, 
PSS has over the years accumulated in-
terests in two-high-rise apartments) a 
restaurant, and a food store, as well as 
being instrumental in the founding of 
the Portland Recycling Team, an ac· 
tive agency that makes recycling easy. 
"The thing about PSS," said Parker. 
" is tha 1 it provides a good base of oper-
ations. There ls a lot of money there to 
get other things started. The Mont· 
gomery Market was started by a worn· 
an on our stalf-1he board initially 
didn't even like the idea. But we don' t 
have any intention to hold onto 1he 
market. As soon as it gets itself going, 
we' re going to cut it loose." 
According 10 Parker, most of the 
profits generated by PSS activities go 
Into the Demolition Fund. The Demo-
lition Fund is money set aside so that ii 
and when the day comes that the uni-
versity decides 10 tear down the Black-
stone, the Montgomery and the other 
old buildings close to campus, there 
will be enough money at PSS to per-
form the demolition without any cost 
to the university. The other revenue 
generated by PSS is plowed back into 
existing projects. 
PSS still rerains the status of• non-
profit organization, as most tenants 
real12e when tax time comes around 
and they discover that they are ineli-
gible 10 receive property tax refunds 
because of that status. But as Cindy 
Parker pointed out, rents in the o ld 
Montgomery Building are "still 
cheaper than Burnside." 
Adeline 
Parkway Goose Hollow 
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Late •t night at home 
Early morning al home 
Couple al home wilh lheir lwins 
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Corner phone booth in northeast Portland 
fa mily gathering on Sunday aflernoon 
IN JANUARY OF 1976. a noticeable 
change took place in down1own Port· 
land. Traffic was rerou ted . Streets 
were blocked. Buses took over on Sixth 
Avenue. Other streets were simply 
torn up, the beginning or a transit mall 
that will stretch from Burnside to Madi· 
son . The general confusion was 
stemmed by a barrage or leaflets, 
posters , signs and " Ask Me" 
people- orange-bibbed Tri·Met em-
ployees whose function It was to di-
rect lost bus riders to their new stops. 
Meier and Frank's displayed a mock-
up o r what the completed Portland 
Mall would look like : quiet streets with 
wide brick walkways and shade trees . 
In the process of turning this mock-up 
into reality, three blocks will be de-
molished and new conmuction will re-
Portland Plans Ahead 
place old build ings. The o ld buildings 
don' t fit into the plan , bu t their re-
placements-two large parking struc-
tures and the "Nordstrom 
Block" -will. All of this building and 
this planning is the implementation or 
something ch ristened the "Down· 
town Plan." 
The Downtown Plan came into 
being, oddly enough, due to citizen re-
action to the First National Bank Tower. 
Five Portland people put together 
some "thoughts and recommenda-
tions" lor Terry Shrunk, who was then 
mayor. Shrunk thought the sugges-
tions valuable enough to follow up, 
and he Instituted an advisory board. 
"We simply leh there was a need lor 
citizen involvement in the planning 
decisions made about downtown," 
said Dean Gisvold, a local lawyer who 
was chairman of the advisory board. 
"We had a great number of meetings, 
but interest was very low." 
After lour years and a change ol City 
administration. the original sugges· 
tions became part of the Downtown 
Plan that is now Mayor Neil Gold-
schmidt's baby. His stall for the past 
four years has " been working over· 
time to stabilize neighborhoods, keep 
families in the city and bring new fam-
ilies in." 
Stan Goode!, public relations man 
for the Office of Building Owners and 
Managers, is spokesman for down-
town business interes ts. " We 
particularly appreciate," he said, " the 
fact that the oflice buildings aren' t a 
tiny little island by themselves. There 
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are many cities where the office build-
ings have gone on and and on, while 
the rest of the city center has deterior-
ated. The retailers have moved out In-
to the shopping centers. the theaters 
have closed down or turned porno. It's 
just a gradua l deterioration." 
Bur ACCORDING TO 1he city's 
planning commission , the nationwide 
urban slide isaHecting Portland also. In 
the past 25 years. the downtown area 
has lost 30,000 people and 17 .000 units 
o( housing. 
"Let's look at it this way." said Rod 
O'Hiser of thecity'splanningstaH. "The 
number of people living in downtown 
is declining and now the diversity is 
slipping away. We hope 10 stabilize and 
reverse the trend. What we hope is that 
the plan will not only enhance down-
town's diversity, but strengthen it. This 
makes downtown an interesting place 
to be and that's what makes down-
to\vn \York." 
The city p lanning staH has prepa red 
development regulations concerning 
the downtown area itself and made 
plans for extensive urban renewal as 
well as improvement of the waterfront 
with a waterfront park. The plan en-
compasses major changes for the en-
tire downtown area, stretching from 
the Portland State campus 10 the 
Broadway Bridge. 
City planners hope to funnel growth 
into an Identifiable core. the Portland 
Mall. The Mall will be surrounded by 
the city's largest buildings. Hopefully. 
the size of the buildings will be con-
trolled by Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 
regulations. The eHectiveness of th!! 
FAR zoning controls has bel!n ques-
tioned, and there is considerable 
doubt as 10 whether or not adequate 
middle-income housing can be built in 
the c:i1y. 
"You know the upper-income hous-
ing will take care of itself," said 
Goodel, "and the lower-income hous-
ing will be supported by various 
governmental agencies. But it's that 
middle band of productively em-
ployed people who won't have hous-
ing in any significant numbers." 
Although the Downtown Plan pro-
vides for large parcels of land to be 
rezoned for residential use. many 
doubt that housing can be built be· 
cause of today's exorbitant construc-
tion prices. Tax incentives and the in-
stallation or vest-pocket parks and 
wider sidewa lks are some of the things 
which the chy i~ considering using 10 
attract builders. The city planners sec 
their efforts to attract middle-Ameri-
cans Into the city as the key 10 the " re-
versal" or the trend that is causing 
downtown's decay. 
"One example of the old trend can 
be seen in what was going on at PSU," 
said O 'Hlser. "When PSU was in its 
early development stages they built 
several massive parking structures 
and had several more in mind. The 
University was planning on students 
commuting by car lrom outlying areas. 
Bu t the trend was reversed when Por1-
land Student Services was formed, say-
ing. in. effect, 'don't tear do\vn hous· 
ing in order 10 build parking struc-
tures.' " 
N ONETHELESS, PLANS !or a single 
transportation center al the present 
site of Union Station are bound to 
force Skid Row denizens 10 new 
haunts. Also. tl:>is northern area of 
town is the area reserved for buildings 
with the largest height-to-floor ratio. 
Already. farsighted businesspeople 
have begun improving 1.he property in 
Old Town. These factors, along with 
1he recently enforced federa l Fire 
Code (Chapter 13), are slowly elimi-
nating places for low-income people 
to live. 
Filth Avenue undergoing Transit Mall construction 
John Ciorgias. a Jesuit volunteer who 
works at 1he Transit Bank, said, ' ' I don't 
understand why 1he upper-class liber-
als have 10 force us out of here just 10 
put in their l inle trinket shops. All of 
the services are here. Skid Row has al-
ways been here and you know 1ha1 if i t 
is moved out of this single loca tion you 
are going 10 have 1wo or three linle 
Skid Rows scanered 1hroughou1 the 
cicy." 
After 1he experience with the First 
National Bank Tower. many people 
fear that Pon land will have a matching 
set of sore thumbs: the First National 
Bank Tower 10 1he south and pro-
posed U.S. Bank Tower at the nonh 
end of downtown. 
"We were assured by representa-
tives of the business community 1ha1 
no one is going 10 build foolishly,'' said 
O 'Hiser. " But on the other hand ii 
doesn' t p reclude a bizarre unique 
building such as a pyramid structure or 
a space needle •. . We have 1 he possi-
bility of having 36-story buildings lin-
ing the waterfront. You could have a 
skinny 60-story building if someone 
wanted 10 build it." 
A T THE PRESENT, the Downtown Plan 
is the concern of well-dressed. suc-
cessful men and women who appear 10 
be comfortable at City Council and 
give smooth 1es1imony which includes 
in-jokes that only the politicos and 
businesspeople understand. They are 
!or the plan. They are the Involved 
ones, the strivers for change. Bui pub-
lic skepticism for the plan, and that 
which it promises, still remains. As the 
owner of one small downtown cloth-
ing store said, " I know that 1hey are 
planning it, bu1 I can't see ii. People 
won't leave their cars, they won't take 
1he buses. People arc getting lazier 
these days. All 1hey want is modern 
conveniences within easy reach." 
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Skateboarders pause in front of the Hilton 
Flowers lor Valentine's Day downtown 
Newspaper peddler waits for business 
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Religion in the Streets 
The 1970 Viking Yearbook shows picrures of Porr land policemen clubbing siuderus in 1he Park Blocks, of students 
raising angry fisis. of lorn flags and bloody heads. Bw for 1hc pasl year. as well a< rhe previous five, rhe Park Blocks 
have been relalively serene. l asi spring 1here was a proiesl by 1he Chic.rn0Sruden1 Union on the lawn in fronr of ihe 
library. Unlversily adminisrrarion reacted by confiscarlng rhe group's flags, tenrs and PA sysrem. and rhe people in 
ihe ASPSU responded 10 the whole incidenl by snickeri11g into 1heir palms. There was also 1he Dionysian Fes!ival. a 
celebration of paganism which brough1 our every religious group in the ci1y. 
Bur rhls school year rhe biggesi issue was over wheiher or nor 1he hor clog srancl and 1he pre1zel wagon should be 
allowed to park beiween Smiih Cemer and Neuberger Hall. Those aclivisis who remain from 1he "Good Old Days" 
have iaken iheir baules inro rh.e univcrsi1y, 10 veneerc<l 1ables where 1hey argue 1he meriis of rheir program< ancl. 
above all, fig/H for every cenl 1heycan gel inro 1helr budgeu. The sireelS have been given up. the Park Blocks aban-
doned 10 1he occasional conccr1 and wandering proselytizer. 
They waited In lines, fumbling with food sramps, leaning 
on shopping ca rts, the fluorescent tubes striking their faces 
with the same shadowless indicriminancy imparted to the 
merchandise. The Safeway at 10th and Jefferson is always 
crowded; students, apartment wives , old women with 
walkers, high school kids debating over cigarene brands. 
These people would never meet in church. 
A woman moved forward from the back of one of the 
lines. 
" Have you been born again I" she asked the girl In fronr 
of her. Behind rhem the cashier slapped packages of cello-
phane-wrapped mear on the counter. The girl glanced at 
the magazines. 
"I used to think Jesus was out there." The woman 
motioned over the heads of the customers and out into the 
street. ''But Jesus is here, in my heart." 
She placed her hand on her breast and gave the girl a 
homemade, rubber-stamped card, which read; 
FOR ALL HAVE SINNED AND COME SHORT 
OF THE GLORY Of GOD 
Romans 3:23 
The shoppers shuffled past the cashiers and into the 
streets. Their faces bore Huie resemblance to those happy 
people on the magazine covers. The woman, her stack of 
tiny paper cards stashed safely in the pocket of her flannel 
coat, slid through the automatic doors and out, into the 
city. She is freelance, distributing her own literature to 
the people appearing. in her eyes al least, 10 be "on the 
edge." But there are hundreds of others like her, attracted 
by the atmosphere of downtown, coming alone and in 
groups to hand out their literature, their pamphlets and 
their message. They are on the streets, they arc organized, 
and one day we set out aher them. 
1. SATURDAY NIGHT WITH THE PRINCE Of PEACE 
The Prince of Peace Coffee House is in rhe Corbett-
Terwilliger area, Portland 's o ld hippie district. Founded 
about five years ago, it is the current base of operations for 
Ron Roman, the young man who proselytizes in the Park 
Blocks up by Portland State. Cleverly, the people al Prince 
of Peace put the name of Nicki Cruz, the na tionally 
celebrated Cross and Switchblade hoodlum-turned-
preacher-lurned-wriler. on their lherature. He is not affili-
ated with the Prince of Peace organization , but his name 
anracts attention. 
On the first floor of the Prince of Peace Coffee House, 
women behind a counter sing o ld-time religious ballads 
while cutting pie and serving coffee. People drift in from 
the street and down from upstairs where musicians are 
playing, ministering "the word" through their craft. One 
young man, wearing a country-western shirt and a string 
tie, leans against a post near the counter and talks religion 
to his girlfriend. 
We walked past him up the stairs, though a reading room 
and into rhe main coffee house. The place was packed; 
people sat around wooden spool tables on small wooden 
barrels. Al four tables to one side o f the room there sat 
silent men alte rnate ly leafing through their Bibles and 
listening to the music. Young wome n, ta lking q uie tly to 
each other, sat against the far wall. Between the two groups 
sat couples trying vainly to hush their child ren. 
When the music was fin ished, Ron Ro man, his hands 
crossed at his belt , walked up to the micro phone. In a quiet 
western drawl dissimilar to the harsh voice he uses whe n 
preaching in the Park Blocks, Ro n thanked the guitarist. 
said some words abo ut Jesus, and de livered a message from 
the girls In the kitche n. 
" We all like homemade bread," he said. A scatte re d 
chorus of "amens" came from the crowd. He nodded. 
"That's right. So we'd sure appreciate ii if you folks would 
bake bread and bring ii he re to the meetings for e veryone 
to share." 
Ron stepped away and a sallow-cheeked, desperately 
sincere young man who had been "saved" a year and a half 
ago came forwa rd. His name was Dan. 
"A group of us are going to go downtown and give the 
word to lost sou ls. So anyone that is interested in coming 
along to testify for the Lord should meet us by the back 
door in a few minutes." Dan repeated the message a few 
times and stepped away from the microphone so the music 
could continue. 
Marjorie and I debated it for a few minutes, and.deciding 
finally that we might as well go along, we went down the 
stairs. Ron Roman and Dan were in the kitchen . They were 
trying to decide how many new pamphletsto have printed, 
what design should be on the front, and whether or not to 
conlinue using Nicki Cruz's name. 
The women were still cuning pie and singing the simple 
choral hymns. The young man with the cowboy shin was 
still leaning against the post and his girl friend was still lis· 
te ning to him. We stood by a table top spread with shiny 
pamphlets bearing religious inte rpretations of con-
temporary pro blems, and we waited. Finally Dan came out 
with a few others and we followed them into their red 
station wagon. Ron Roman stayed be hind. 
There wasn' t much talk o n the way downtown but 
o ccasionally Dan would lean his head against the side 
window and murmur aloud ''Jesus." 
They parked the car on the corner of Fourth and Yamhill 
near the Sin City Adult Bookstore. Dan, apparently the 
leader, bowed his head and went into a spontaneous, five· 
minute litany. 
" Oh, lord Jesus give us the strength . .. those wicked 
souls who have gone astray ... let us be your hu mble 
shepherds . . . Lord Sweet Jesus ... if we can harbor just one 
poor soul ... Sweet Sweet Lord Jesus ... from the grasp of 
the devil ... " 
Du ring Dan's litany the others made invoca tions as the 
spirit moved them. One young man in the front seat leaned 
his head •!'ainst the window and muttered ceaseless 
incoherent sentences which fell into an awkward and form· 
less syncopation with Dan's improvisations. Not knowing 
what else to do, Marjorie and I folded our hands in our laps 
and stared at the carpeted floor of the station wagon. 
Eventually they were finished and we all got out of the 
car. After an awkward pause Dan decided to take us with 
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him and the other three disappeared somewhere into the 
Saturday night crowd on Founh Avenue. 
2. ON THE ROAD TO HELL 
The sidewalk in front of the Hi hon is embedded widi tiny 
sparkling flakes which give the concrete an artificial sheen. 
We were standing o n the corner across the street and 
Sludenl lakes issue with religious proshtyliier 
waiting for the light to change. By this time Dan had 
guessed that we weren't saved, at least. not yet, and he was 
explaining ''the word" to us in slow. measured tones. 
" I've seen some people who say that they are saved , who 
talk about it for awhile , but then they slide right back into 
the same o ld things. There is no way for me to know what's 
happened in their hearts. Only the lord knows that. But 
when you accept Jesus It's for real. You can't fool Cod." 
A pair of middle-aged couples walked up behind us. One 
of them, a reasonably stout man with fat cheeks, was 
weaving in his tracks. Dan started to hand him one of his 
printed cards. 
' 'What are you trying to give me,' ' said the man. 
" Th e word of the lord," said Dan. 
"I don' t need that. There' s no Cod. There 's nothing up 
there. This is all there is-right here. " 
11You don't believe 1hat," said D.1n . A woman moved 
between him and the man. 
"Don't pay any attention to him," she said. 1'He's 
pickled." 
" Yes. I'm pickled .'' said the man smugly, "and there is no 
God." 
" You can't say that, you' ll go to hell." Dan tried again to 
hand the man o ne of his cards. The man 's friend grabbed 
the man by the arm and started him across the sireet. 
"Don't worry. I'll explain It to him later," said the man's 
friend. Dan shook his head, the rejected message still in his 
hand . 
"It's the devil that makes them so mean. He's going to 
hell. I don't understand it. Some people must just want to 
go to hell." 
We stood with Dan on the corner and watched the 
couple walk past the Hilton , the sidewa lk shimmering 
beneath their feet. 
later. in front of one of the less expensive hotels, a pan-
handler asked us for some money. He said he was trying to 
get a room for the night . Dan reached Into his pocket and 
tried to give the man one of his cards but the man wouldn' t 
take it. So, Dan stuck with us and said everything he could 
think of to try and get us to take Jesus into our hearts. 
"What is it with you guys? I mean this isn't a game. Cod is 
real. He isn't playing some mind trip. He isn't something 
you have to figure out. When you get right down to ii, it's a 
matter of life and death. Eternal life or eterna l death. God 
can get angry and how would you like to have all that come 
down on your head. The time to take Jesus into yourhean is 
now." 
Dan was still with us when we got to Marjorie's apartment 
building. As we tried to edge our way through the door, 
Dan said, "The lime is now." 
3. ABOVE THE EARTH'S VIBRATIONS 
Their flyers, marked with the acronym UFO and stapled 
throughout the university, attracted between 75 and 100 
people. The crowd was for the most pa rt students, 
seemingly skeptical as they crowded together in one of 
those windowless rooms on the second floor of Smith Cen-
ter. The four followers of 1he " Waldport Two" waited for 
the room to become silent, then took their places at a long 
table in the front. They folded their hands on the table and 
a long, disquieting pause ensued. One of them, a girl with 
flushed cheeks and a vaca nt expression, began to speak in a 
lifeless monotone. 
"We have come here to give you a message in the same 
manner it was given to us. There is a kingdom above ours, a 
higher kingdom that we're told we' re capable of entering if 
that is our only desire." 
last September, twenty people set off from Waldport, 
Oregon, in search of 1his higher kingdom. They were 
following " The Two" -01herwise known as Bonnie Nc1tlcs 
and Herb Applewhi1e- who allegedly were sen1 10 eanh 
from 1his 01her kingdom in order 10 prepare ear1hlings for 
the transition. After selling 1heir eanhly possessions and 
breaking lies with friend s, family and spou~es. some of the 
followers of " The Two" were to return broke and 
disillusioned. 01hers, including 1he lour who spoke al 
Por1land Staie, cominued wi1h 1he " process" (as ii is called) 
and are still looking for new recruils. Marjorie and I were 
lhPre, sining in 1he rron1 row whh no1ebooks and pencils. 
"The only way 10 en1er in10 1his new kingdom is 10 
communicale wi1h a being in 1ha1 nexl level who is willing 
10 lake you 1hrough 1he metamorphosis." The girl clasped 
her hands underneath 1he table, 1wis1ing her fingers. 
" Jesus en1ered in10 a flying saucer and was 1aken back 10 
his fa1her's kingdom. Two members have given up 1heir 
membership 10 1his kingdom and have come down 10 help 
raise 1he vibra1ions in 1his garden. In a mauer ol mon1hs 
they will be killed and then raised up after lhree and one· 
hall days and 1aken back 10 1heirla1her's k ingdom in a flying 
~aucer." 
The girl made several long pauses in 1he middle of her 
speech. Al lirs11hey were ra1her drama1icand added some 
1ension, bul after awhile 1he effect became overdone and 
boring. She said 1ha1 lo reach the higher plane ol existence. 
people must give up all 1heir emo1ional ties 10 ear1h and 
evemually even 1heir bodies. 
"11 will be 1he hardest thing a human will do in 1his 
garden. The Two will take you 1hrough experiences 1ha1 
humans would think were disas1rous. They will change your 
body spirilually and chemically. 11will1ake 100 per cent ol 
your energy. This process will help you overcome all your 
human emol ions, desires, and auachments." 
Aller the opening monologue, the lour disciples of " The 
Two" opened 1hemselves 10 ques1ions. They brushed oll 
accusation 1ha1 "The Two" were corrup1 with noncommit· 
al shrugs and insis1ed 1ha1 1he only way 10 escape being 
repea1edly reincarna1ed on earth was 10 go 1hrough lhis 
me1amorphosis that 1hey were undertaking. 
' 'One will become an individual. You won'1 need 10 
brea1he, sleep, or cal. You will be given a body 1ha1 has 
overcome disease. dea1h, and decay." 
One spec1a1or In the crowd asked the four II 1hey. 
personally, were 1ired of being human. 
All four nodded 1heir weary heads allirma1ively. 
4. TttE RELIGION OF M ISEMOTION ELIMINATIO N 
When Paslor Bill Landers gives his in1roduc1ory sermon 
10 po1en1ial members who wander off 1he sireels inlo 1he 
Church of Scientology, he sils cross-legged on a 1able. 
Behind him, in a wooden frame, is a large map char1ing 1he 
relative posi1ions ol 1he stars In space. Sining so 1ha1 his 
head is In the cenler of 1he slar cha rt , Landers faces a small 
crowd sealed in me1al frame chairs. 
" II you came here looking for some universal answer, 
you're nol going 10 find ii. Scien1ology Is not a religion . We 
don'1 care whal you believe." While we sa1 l is1ening 10 
Landers, Scientology counselors peeked anxiously 1hrough 
the narrow glass sli1 in the door 10 look al us and other 
po1en1ial recruils. 
" Mos1 people find 1heir troubles begin wi1h basic 
communic'1tion . This, H you decide to stick with u,, i5 what 
our lirs1 course deals wi1h. 1he 1heory of communication. 
Imagine a poinl over here and ano1her poin1 over I here. II 
1his first poinl expends i1s energy In a cer1ain way 1oward 
1he 01her poin1. 1he result is an implosion." 
Landers shilled his posilion in lronl or lhe Siar chart and 
slapped one hand against the 01her so 1ha1 1hey made 
imploding sounds. 
Evangelist l ries lo persuade PSU sludenls 
"Human beings communicale in a similar way bu1 only 
when there is undemanding. Scientologists call 1his 
principle upon which unders1anding Is based 1he ARC." 
ARC stands for Affinity, Realhy, and Communica1ion. 
These words, according 10 Scien1ology's founder L. Ron 
Hubbard, are 1he componen1s ol unders1anding. L. Ron 
Hubbard lives on a convened barge which sails the seven 
seas while he writes books explaining the various levels ol 
consciousness as he discovers 1hem. 
"L. Ron Hubbard was one ol 1he original team ol 
scien1is1s who worked on applying Eins1ein's 1heory 10 1he 
reali1y ol nuclear energy. La1er, he traveled all over 1he 
world s1udying religions and cul1ures in scien1ilic and 
objective \vays." 
Landers, the minis1er, used 10 be a graduate s1uden1 in 
science al 1he University ol California at Davis. Ano1her 
Scien1ologis1 la1er refuted Landers' claim 1ha1 Hubbard 
ever had any1hing 10 do wi1h 1he developmenl ol nuclear 
fission . 
"Scientology isn' t some bunch or mys1icism. It ls a syslem 
based on scien1ilic principles and backed up by scieniilic 
evidence," said Landers. When his lecture was over. 1he 
counselors who had been hovering out in 1he hall came 
rushing in, one for each member of 1he audience. The 
counselors circled aboul 1heir chosen recruils and smiled 
accommoda1 ingly. 
"How did you like ill" 1hey asked. 
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My counselor was a woman a good deal biggerthan me. I 
told her 1ha1Iliked1he lecture just fine but what I was really 
Interested in was seeing one of those strange machines I 
had read about in some magazine oriheother. "'You know, 
with all the wires and everything.'' 
"That comes la1er,'' she said. "First you have to sign up for 
a communications course.'' 
Thai course com fifty dollars and I told her no, what I 
wanted 10 do was see those machines so I could write a nory 
about them. 
" A wriler1'" she said. I nodded. She Jell the room. 
Meanwhi le, another counselor had Marjorie over by one 
of the walls. She was showing her success stories wrinen by 
people who had taken the Basic Communication Course at 
the Church of Scientology. 
" I used 10 think that everything was garbage," read one 
of the 1ypewrinen notes, " but Scientology showed me that I 
was 1he garbage." 
Not too long after. Marjorie made the sa me mistake I had 
and her counselor also disappeared. Before they could 
come back, we slipped out 1he door 10 wander through 
some of the other rooms in 1he building. 
We walked down a well-Iii corridor. which had on ils wall 
mimeographed paradigms from the books of L. Ron 
Hubbard. In one of the back rooms , two rows of 
Scientology trainees sa t face 10 face. Some of them were 
taking to each other. some were raking notes. and others 
were just staring at the floor. As it turns out, the ones with 
1he notepads were auditors, trained Scientology personnel 
whose function it is 0 to eliminate 1he misemotions 
originating in 1he reactive mind." The uillma1e goal of 
Scientology Is 10 eliminate 1he " reactive mind" which is 
supposedly the source of all troubling human emotion. 
When the process tscomplete, a person becomes a "Clear/' 
the classification denoting a person who feels a '"minimum 
of misemotlons and is self-determining." 
In another room, other Scientologim sat in front of a 
variety of machines. They were twisting dials and scribbling 
in notebooks. One of these machines was a transformer 
with alligator clips hooked to 1wo burnt-looking tin cans. 
We found ou1 later that this machine is called an E-meter 
and measures something called "emotional mass." The 
operator holds onto the 1in cans and 1he meters measure his 
level of emo1lonal distress. The lower the level. of course, 
the better. Not everyone can operate the machine; 
Sclemologists won 't lei someone use the machine unless 
he has been properly trained. According to one 
Scien1ologis1. the training com about as much as a good 
stereo system. When the rraining is over, 1he person ge1s 
his very own E~meter. 
As we were looking in al the Scieniologim and their 
machines. 1he woman who had for such a short time been 
my counselor appeared in the hallway behind us. 
" Having trouble finding your way out I" she smiled. "'lust 
follow the red carpet ou1 past the receptionist's desk." 
She stood in the hallway and watched us leave. 
11 is Saturday night and we are standing in front of the 
Church of Scientology on the Park-Haviland block. This 
block is legendary in the downtown my1hos for auraciing 
such clien1ele as p rofessional wrestlers. out-of-town 
businessmen, and pros1ilu1es. Debbie. a girl with thick 
black hair and bracelets on her wrists is, as usual, walking 
the perimeter of 1he block. She is searching for people 10 
convert to Scientology and she approaches us, apparently 
unaware that we've just been escorted out. 
" Do you wanl to know yourself/" she a1ks. 
Jus1 then 1he Krishna devotees, clad in their orange 
robes, appear on 1he corner They chant and dance their 
way down Broadway past the Paramount where they will 
draw cracks from lhe young crowd waiting 10 see Supcr-
tramp. 
Meanwhile, 1he Jesus people from the Prince of Peace 
Coffee House are getting ready to make 1heir weekly 
sojurn downtown. They walk the bright. one-way streets, 
deliver their message as vehemently as people will tolerate, 
and, occasionally. they will turn their penetrating glances 
upwards, into the thick cloud cover. 
"Knowing yourself is beautiful." repeats Debbie, the girl 
from Scientology. "'But there is only one way." 
Je hovah's Witness soliciting on Sund•y 
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Mom -- Dad -- 4/29/76 
Moved into the M arabba. Finished 
my farewell poem to Dean : "Alone 
Together Wi th Wind . " 'lif/Yi~~:/:f, 
I r ealized one morning after no-
ticing his hairy white ankles 
t hat the essence of our being, the 
heart of our hearts, could never, Mr /Ms .Frank Blake 
finally , and totally , merge into • • 
a pure , soulful real relationship. 
The wind •.• freedom •.• together , but 2525 Cherry Lane 
-.... 
..... 
... , . 
alone!! Well that explains i t 
doesn't it . Such is fate. And 
so I have gone out into the city 
to experience what it is like to 
be alone, to be poor , and to be 
Sacramento, 
87106 
Calif. 
pNl,Y,."11.~t and to be l i ving in the 
Marabba. '"[). 
pa Are you sure you want t o come 
on my birthday? A c heck would 
be fine . 
The Bicentennial bubble Is bursting all across America.showering us with merchandise celebrating 200 years of Ef-
fective Control. Maple syrup bottles, medallions, table settings, stationery. coffee mugs. television sets-all these 
things have already hit the market, 1astefully decorated to inspire confidence in the republic's loftier ideal•. 
It was no different during 1he Cen1ennial in 1876. Adveriisements from 1he OrPgonlan of luly 4.1876. reveal lh<> 
true nature of that celebration. 
IMMENSE LOT 
OF 
CENTENNIAL SHOES 
just arrived al Ille 
PACIFIC BOOT ANO SHOE STORE 
77 Fi rSI ST. 
Geo A. Pease & Co. 
and 
When visiring thie 
Centennial ar Porrland/ 
the only way 10 
make expenses 
i> 10 purchase 
Ory Goods 
ar 
Scllings 
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Back in 1876 ihe O regonian could soulfully wax rhetorical over the proven success o f democracy over monarchy 
and the power of"moral forces to rule an empire."The confidence of the day was supreme: good o r bad, the US of A 
had worked. luly 4, 1676, was. in the words of an Oregonian edilorial,a day for "enjoyment, notrefleclion. Leave for 
ano ther day analysis and mora lizing on the question wherein our development has been besl and wherein deficient 
•• . let patriotism hold a joyous ca rn ival," 
Well , the republic Is 100 years older. But wiser! Perhaps. A call for unreasoning joy aver the sheer physical exist-
ence of America would, ii is true. fall on the deaf ears o f a more questioning public than 1ha1of 100 years ago. All 
these recent revelations concerning our government, you understand. 
Bui the dry goods of 1976 are from the same red. white and blue commercial stock as their Cen tennial counter-
parts. This story, for instance. is being typed on Fox River Bicentennial Bond-a 25% rag content sheet wi th a com-
memorative watermark: available in 8Y1 x11 20< Arctic White from the Fraser Paper Company, Portland, (503} 233· 
~31. ' 
There ls no denying it. The Bicentenn1JI 1s here .. rnd gen Ing nas1ier. In the words of Dick Tracy, penny-ante ex tor· 
tionim will come out second best in their planned disruption of the birthday ceremonies. The Law Enforcemen t As-
sistance Administration has already granted major U.S. cities $500,000 10 combat expected Bicentennial terrorism. A 
ju>t ice official was quoted as saying, "We're expecting some action. but we're ready." 
Disgrunt led consumers could perpetrate much of the vio lence. driven frenetic over defective Bicentennial prod · 
ucts and a busine.s world gone haywire. While many of the nobler freedoms and rights of the United States have 
been perverted, there are .iill, apparently, a few bucks 10 made from their symbols. 
' 
' / \ .. 
I 
\ 
' / \ 
( 
Demonstrating yarn spinning as part of a Bicentennial display at a livestock show 
Hawking souvenirs to c_rowds waiting lo tour the f·re·edom Train 
Bicentennial-style advertising of the products of American indusiry Is appearing on billboards. television screens. 
and magazine pages. Robert Freedman, president of a New York ad agency.told Time magazine, "I don't know how 
many clients have called and said. 'Okay, come up with a Bicentennial promotion.'" 
One such ad campaign is being undertaken by d-Con, the insecticide people. They have a promotional ollerwhich 
features flag decals and Bicentennial T-shirts. The ad concludes: "So get a l ittle American history free from d-Con. 
the people who are helping free America from bugs." 
Nabisco has also developed a gimmick, a special display stand for grocers marked " 1776 Bicentennial 1976." The 
promorional ki t is called " Profit Builder No. 1-W." 
Other companies have taken to manufacturing and selling products with a distinctive Bicentennial motif. One 
company is offering commemorative postcards which double as 45-rpm records. The postcards have plastic grooves 
embedded in their surfaces that play renditions of patriotic songs. 
Other Bicentennial products include: " Bicentennial Days the E·Z. Way" cake mold in the shape of George Wash· 
ington 's head: a special-edit ion red, while, and blue 1,500-gallon septic tank from a plumbing company In southern 
California; Bonne Bell's Star Spangled lipsticks; a Spirit of '76 catalogue of ero ric paraphernalia; and litter bags with 
Betsy Ross' flag stamped on them. 
The flood o r promotional products. according to Time, has drawn a "beneficent nod" from the head of Robert 
Williams, executive secreta ry of the New York chapter of the Sons of the Revolu tion. 
" There's nothing wrong with making a buck." said Williams. "free enterprise is the rhing 1hat has made this coun -
try go ZO\vee." 
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The People's Bicentennial Commission has come out in pro test or what they consider the " Big Business-White 
House buy-centennial orgy." So for the organization has held two anti-big business demonstrations, one o r which 
drew 25,000 protestors on the anniversary of the Boston Tea Party, and another during the Bicentennial celebration 
of the Shot Heard 'Round the World which brought 4S,OOO demonstra tors to Concord, M assachusetts. Another 
demonstration is planned for the Fourth of July in Washington, D.C. Ted Howard,co-directorof the People's Bicen· 
tenn lal Commission and editor or Common Sense magazine, has sent out letters to the edi tors of college news-
papers u rging them to get students "off their ass." 
Also, as part or their campaign against big business, the People's Bicentennial Commission is sending a series of 
personal, tape-recorded messages to each of America's 6,000 most prominent corporate families. In part , the 
transcript or the taped message reads: 
" We are communicating with you because your husband is one of the top business leaders in the country .... No 
doubt you are aware or the recent revelations of widespread corruption and criminality in corporate boardrooms .•. 
Isn't it time to start discussing these issues? .•• What better time to begin with than when your husband comes home 
this evening!" 
The efforts of the People's Bicentennial Commission arc.according to Howard, directed toward preventing the Bi-
centennial from becoming "a national orgy of fireworks, plastic liberty bells, and red. white and blue ice cream." 
Family posing for a commemoralive photograph in fronl ol lhe Freedom Train 
Man and flag in hotel window 
"I know that behind every hung flag there's a manufacturer and an incentive. I also know that making and selling isa 
part of our heritage, our strength, yes-our genius. How else does a flag get made to be waved?" 
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In the Pork Blocks, f•ll 
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On the libr•ry lawn, summer 
93 
In b•ck ol lhe libruy, winier 
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